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1. VISUAL AIDS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR ENGLISH-LANGUAGE TEACHING

This list includes titles which will be familiar to many teachers as courses, and it is important to remember that the materials from these courses which we have abstracted as 'visual aids' were designed as part of an integrated set of teaching materials. This does not mean that the audio-visual materials of different courses are not interchangeable and cannot be used in different combinations to meet different group or individual needs and different learning situations.

The crucial factor in adapting various materials to the requirements of a specific syllabus is the maintenance of meaningful and systematic connections between the content and difficulty of whatever multi media components may be adapted. Consider, for instance, the excellent filmstrips which accompany some of the courses in this list. If their companion tapes are unsuitable for a particular purpose, they can be fitted to home made dialogue or narrative tapes, or cut into slides to be linked to a tape in a tape/slide programme.

Annotations for the following courses do not always mention audio-tapes or readers. A fuller description will be found in publishers' catalogues or in Recorded Materials for Teaching English (ETIC, British Council).

ACTIVE CONTEXT ENGLISH
Brinton, E, and others
Macmillan; in 3 books
An audio-visual course for young adults. Visual materials: Flipchart pictures for 1 and 2: £1.50

THE CARTERS OF GREENWOOD
Alexander, L G
Longman
Loop-films and super 8mm sound-films for English as a foreign or second language. A series of 12 animated cartoon-loops or sound-films, each of which presents a brief, amusing episode in the domestic life of the Carter family. Loop-films: £4.50 each; sound-films: £12.00 each

THE DOLPHIN ENGLISH COURSE
Lee, W R
Oxford University Press
Designed for children starting to learn English at 8 to 11 years of age.
First year: set of 80 flashcards £4.50
wall-sheets 1-6 £3.00
Second year: wall-sheets 7-14 £3.00
Third year: wall-sheets 15-20 £3.00
Fourth year: wall-sheets 21-24 £3.50

FIRST THINGS FIRST
Alexander, L G
Longman
An integrated course for beginners. The dialogues or texts which are used for aural/oral practice are introduced through a set of filmstrips, at £12.00 the set.

FOUNDATIONS OF ENGLISH
Hicks, D
Longman
Designed for secondary school and adult beginners. Language-practice pictures in a spiral bound folder; at £2.30.
The crucial factor in adapting various materials to the requirements of a specific syllabus is the maintenance of meaningful and systematic connections between the content and difficulty of whatever multimedia components may be adapted. Consider, for instance, the excellent filmstrips which accompany some of the courses in this list. If their companion tapes are unsuitable for a particular purpose, they can be fitted to home made dialogue or narrative tapes, or cut into slides to be linked to a tape in a tape/slide programme.

Annotations for the following courses do not always mention audio-tapes or readers. A fuller description will be found in publishers' catalogues or in Recorded Materials for Teaching English (ETIC, British Council).

ACTIVE CONTEXT ENGLISH
Brinton, E, and others
Macmillan; in 3 books

An audio-visual course for young adults. Visual materials: Flipchart pictures for 1 and 2:

£1.50

THE CARTERS OF GREENWOOD
Alexander, L G
Longman

Loop-films and super 8mm sound-films for English as a foreign or second language. A series of 12 animated cartoon-loops or sound-films, each of which presents a brief, amusing episode in the domestic life of the Carter family. Loop-films: £4.50 each; sound-films: £12.00 each

THE DOLPHIN ENGLISH COURSE
Lee, W R
Oxford University Press

Designed for children starting to learn English at 8 to 11 years of age.

First year: set of 80 flashcards
wall-sheets 1-6
Second year: wall-sheets 7-14
Third year: wall-sheets 15-20
Fourth year: wall-sheets 21-24

£4.50
£3.00
£3.00
£3.50

FIRST THINGS FIRST
Alexander, L G
Longman

An integrated course for beginners. The dialogues or texts which are used for aural/oral practice are introduced through a set of filmstrips, at £12.00 the set.

FOUNDATIONS OF ENGLISH
Hicks, D
Longman

Designed for secondary school and adult beginners. Language-practice pictures in a spiral bound folder, at £2.30
HERE AND NOW (series)
Mary Glasgow
Suitable for secondary/adult students at intermediate level. An extensively illustrated set of dramatised realistic area studies comprising students' text, colour filmstrip or slides, tape, teachers' notes. Titles: 1. The Road to Luton. 2. A Week in Wells. 3. News From Newcastle. Filmstrip, tape, teachers' notes: £15.00

INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH
Mary Glasgow
Twenty sheets of coloured figurines; teachers' book, backcloth. The figurines consist of coloured illustrations of people and places, animals and objects, mostly in isolation, printed on stiff card. When affixed with flock card they will adhere to the backcloth.

JUNIOR ACTIVE CONTEXT ENGLISH
Briton, E, and others
Macmillan; in 2 books
An audio-visual course for young secondary school students. Visual materials: wall pictures for 1 (40) £5.32

LOOK, LISTEN AND LEARN
Alexander, L G
Longman
A 4-stage audio-visual course intended for children starting to learn English as a second or foreign language at the age of 8 or 9. Filmstrips, sets 1 and 2 (picture sequences which introduce the dialogues of Books 1 and 2): £25.00 per set

MARY GLASGOW MAGAZINES FOR STUDENTS
9 magazines issued termly. Although the magazines are supplementary reading material, they follow a broadly defined structural syllabus. Notes for teachers accompany each issue.
CLICK: For absolute beginners. Vocabulary is restricted to about 400 words and the structures are limited.
CROWN: Also for beginners, but slightly more knowledge is assumed.
CLOCKWORK: For pupils in their second or third year of English.
CATCH!: For intermediate-level students.
CLUB: A more sophisticated presentation within the constraints of a limited vocabulary.
CURRENT: The senior magazine for advanced students with informative background articles.
Three at a time, including postage: £0.45

PLAY AND SAY WITH PADDY AND PIP
Webster, D; Hatori, H
Macmillan; in 4 stages
An audio-visual course to teach spoken English to very young children. Visual materials: Picture cards for 1 and 2: £0.20; Picture cards for 3 and 4: (Price not known); Picture books for 1, 2, 3 and 4: £0.40 each.
INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH
Mary Glasgow

Twenty sheets of coloured figurines; teachers' book, backcloth. The figurines consist of coloured illustrations of people and places, animals and objects, mostly in isolation, printed on stiff card. When affixed with flock card they will adhere to the backcloth.

JUNIOR ACTIVE CONTEXT ENGLISH
Briton, E, and others
Macmillan; in 2 books

An audio-visual course for young secondary school students. Visual materials: wall pictures for 1 (40) £5.32

LOOK, LISTEN AND LEARN
Alexander, L G
Longman

A 4-stage audio-visual course intended for children starting to learn English as a second or foreign language at the age of 8 or 9. Filmstrips, sets 1 and 2 (picture sequences which introduce the dialogues of Books 1 and 2): £25.00 per set

MARY GLASGOW MAGAZINES FOR STUDENTS

9 magazines issued termly. Although the magazines are supplementary reading material, they follow a broadly defined structural syllabus. Notes for teachers accompany each issue.

CLICK: For absolute beginners. Vocabulary is restricted to about 400 words and the structures are limited.
CROWN: Also for beginners, but slightly more knowledge is assumed.
CLOCKWORK: For pupils in their second or third year of English.
CATCH: For intermediate-level students.
CLUB: A more sophisticated presentation within the constraints of a limited vocabulary.
CURRENT: The senior magazine for advanced students with informative background articles.

Three at a time, including postage: £0.45

PLAY AND SAY WITH PADDY AND PIP
Webster, D; Hatori, H
Macmillan; in 4 stages

An audio-visual course to teach spoken English to very young children. Visual materials: Picture cards for 1 and 2: £0.20; Picture cards for 3 and 4: (Price not known); Picture books for 1, 2, 3 and 4: £0.40 each.
PROGRESSIVE PICTURE COMPOSITIONS
Byrne, D
Longman
A series of 26 graded picture compositions. Model compositions are provided throughout at 2 structural levels. The pictures are reproduced in the pupils' book. The teachers' book provides oral drills which systematically prepare the pupils for written composition work.
Pictures (4 sets): £4.50; Pupils' book £0.35; Teachers' book £0.55

SITUATION AND ACTION
Orozco, C R
Nelson
An intermediate level course for Spanish students of English. The wall-charts, in spiral-bound flipbook format, are contemporary and adult in style. Book 1: wall charts £2.00 Book 2: wall charts £2.00

SITUATIONAL ENGLISH
Australian Commonwealth Office of Education
Longman
Originally a second-language course for adult immigrants in Australia, this version of the course is suitable for elementary foreign language instruction to adults. It used a flipover folder of language-practice pictures, at £3.00

SUCCESS WITH ENGLISH
Broughton, G
Penguin
A 3-stage course for adult students, with an extensive tape-component and the following visual aids: Individual deskcharts and wallcharts cr slides.

THE TURNERS
Longman
An audio-visual course in English as a foreign language. Designed for secondary/adult students with a minimal knowledge of English. The teachers' book has a comprehensive introduction on using an audio-visual course. The dialogues are introduced through a set of 30 filmstrips, at £75.00, including teachers' book.

TARGET
Alexander, L G
Longman
An audio-visual English course for secondary schools: 3 stages which cover the basic structures of spoken and written English. A set of 6 filmstrips accompanying Target 1: £13.00

WALL PICTURES FOR GUIDED COMPOSITION
Fleming; Fougasse
University of London Press
Amusing 4-phase story sequences in cartoon pictures. The same pictures are used in the students' text Guided Composition where they are accompanied by composition exercises at 3 levels of difficulty. Set of 16 charts: £2.50 (including notes for teachers)
Throughout at 2 structural levels. The pictures are reproduced in the pupils' book. The teachers' book provides oral drills which systematically prepare the pupils for written composition work.

Pictures (4 sets): £4.50; Pupils' book £0.35; Teachers' book £0.55

SITUATION AND ACTION
Orozco, C R
Nelson

An intermediate level course for Spanish students of English. The wall-charts, in spiral-bound flipbook format, are contemporary and adult in style. Book 1: wall charts £2.00 Book 2: wall charts £2.00

SITUATIONAL ENGLISH
Australian Commonwealth Office of Education
Longman

Originally a second-language course for adult immigrants in Australia, this version of the course is suitable for elementary foreign language instruction to adults. It used a flipover folder of language-practice pictures, at £3.00

SUCCESS WITH ENGLISH
Broughton, G
Penguin

A 3-stage course for adult students, with an extensive tape-component and the following visual aids: Individual deskcharts and wallcharts or slides.

THE TURNERS
Longman

An audio-visual course in English as a foreign language. Designed for secondary/adult students with a minimal knowledge of English. The teachers' book has a comprehensive introduction on using an audio-visual course. The dialogues are introduced through a set of 30 filmstrips, at £75.00, including teachers' book.

TARGET
Alexander, L G
Longman

An audio-visual English course for secondary schools: 3 stages which cover the basic structures of spoken and written English. A set of 6 filmstrips accompanying Target 1: £13.00

WALL PICTURES FOR GUIDED COMPOSITION
Fleming; Fougasse
University of London Press

Amusing 4-phase story sequences in cartoon pictures. The same pictures are used in the students' text Guided Composition where they are accompanied by composition exercises at 3 levels of difficulty. Set of 16 charts: £2.50 (including notes for teachers)
WALL PICTURES FOR LANGUAGE PRACTICE
Byrne, D; Hall, D
Longman
A series of 10 full-colour pictures with a companion teachers' book and students' book

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Byrne, D; Wright, A
Longman
This book consists entirely of pictures which are intended to stimulate free oral expression in intermediate and post-intermediate students.

Students' book: £0.60 Teachers' book: £0.60
2. MOTHER TONGUE EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS WHICH COULD BE APPLIED TO ENGLISH-LANGUAGE TEACHING

The items in this list have largely been drawn from the field of elementary mother-tongue English teaching.

Current approaches to language teaching in the primary school share many of the linguistic principles that apply to foreign and second language teaching. The use of activity and play techniques in schools to involve young pupils in classroom procedures and to exploit natural learning behaviour is well known to most teachers. What may not be so familiar is the range of materials designed to develop particular language skills in a carefully graded and systematic way. For instance, games that practise phonic skills or word/letter recognition skills may be highly relevant to EFL/ESL syllabi in countries where English is introduced at an early stage in the curriculum. Other games may be equally valid for older beginners but are unsuitable because of their infantile appearance. In this case it is the principle of the game that must be matched with a more sophisticated format. Some games, such as word-lotto, present single object illustrations which are stylistically neutral and this compatibility problem does not occur.

Many of the wallcharts and picture-friezes, however, would be restricted to young foreign students because of the child characters they depict or the childish activities they illustrate. The words 'young children' in the annotation indicate this restriction.

Although the bias in this section of the catalogue is, again, towards visual aids, some recorded materials have been included if only because there is no other context at the moment in which they could appear.

It may seem anomalous to include such self-contained and extensive courses as Scope, Concept 7-9, and Breakthrough to Literacy in a survey of essentially supplementary material. However, these courses represent innovative concepts of teachers' and pupils' materials which could enrich and extend EFL/ESL teaching. They also exemplify an imaginative approach to the design of multi-media instructional materials which allow for group and individual learning activities.

AESOP'S FABLES
Student Recordings
Aesop presents his fables as the answers to his master's problems and those of his fellow-slaves. Nine titles, including The Gnat and the Bull, The Mouse and The Frogs Ask for a King. Audio-tape, open reel: £3.50

ALL YEAR ROUND
James Galt and Co
Four brightly coloured pictures of the same rural landscape at different seasons, showing wildlife and seasonal farming activities. £0.75 the set.

ALPHABETIC WORD-PLAY TRAY
Thomas Hope Ltd
Coloured wooden words and cut-out pictures for matching games with young pupils. £1.09

AN ELEPHANT IS A GOOD FRIEND
ILEA Media Resources Centre
A story in picture form of an elephant, a crocodile and an Indian boy. Set of slides: £1.00
The items in this list have largely been drawn from the field of elementary mother-tongue English teaching.

Current approaches to language teaching in the primary school share many of the linguistic principles that apply to foreign and second language teaching. The use of activity and play techniques in schools to involve young pupils in classroom procedures and to exploit natural learning behaviour is well known to most teachers. What may not be so familiar is the range of materials designed to develop particular language skills in a carefully graded and systematic way. For instance, games that practise phonic skills or word/letter recognition skills may be highly relevant to EFL/ESL syllabi in countries where English is introduced at an early stage in the curriculum. Other games may be equally valid for older beginners but are unsuitable because of their infantile appearance. In this case it is the principle of the game that must be matched with a more sophisticated format. Some games, such as word-lotto, present single object illustrations which are stylistically neutral and this compatibility problem does not occur.

Many of the wallcharts and picture-friezes, however, would be restricted to young foreign students because of the child characters they depict or the childish activities they illustrate. The words 'young children' in the annotation indicate this restriction.

Although the bias in this section of the catalogue is, again, towards visual aids, some recorded materials have been included if only because there is no other context at the moment in which they could appear.

It may seem anomalous to include such self-contained and extensive courses as Scope, Concept 7-9, and Breakthrough to Literacy in a survey of essentially supplementary material. However, these courses represent innovative concepts of teachers' and pupils' materials which could enrich and extend EFL/ESL teaching. They also exemplify an imaginative approach to the design of multi-media instructional materials which allow for group and individual learning activities.

AESOP'S FABLES
Student Recordings
Aesop presents his fables as the answers to his master's problems and those of his fellow-slaves. Nine titles, including The Gnat and the Bull, The Mouse and The Frogs Ask for a King. Audio-tape, open reel: £3.50

ALL YEAR ROUND
James Galt and Co
Four brightly coloured pictures of the same rural landscape at different seasons, showing wildlife and seasonal farming activities. £0.75 the set.

ALPHABETIC WORD-PLAY TRAY
Thomas Hope Ltd
Coloured wooden words and cut-out pictures for matching games with young pupils. £1.09

AN ELEPHANT IS A GOOD FRIEND
ILEA Media Resources Centre
A story in picture form of an elephant, a crocodile and an Indian boy. Set of slides: £1.00
BREAKTHROUGH TO LITERACY
Longman

The first stage in the Schools Council Programme in Linguistics and English Teaching. The authors are David Mackay, Brian Thompson and Pamela Schaub. The core of Breakthrough is 'My Sentence Maker', an individual word store. Through the use of the folder, word-cards and plastic stand, the child can begin to build his own sentences. Thus, reading and writing reinforce each other from the start without the introduction of spelling and handwriting. 

Pupils' materials: My Sentence Maker, My Word Maker, Project folder, stand; My First Word Book: £1.85; Teachers' materials: teachers' sentence-maker, magnet-board pack teachers' manual. filmstrip: £15.80 Also available: Nursery rhymes, cards and disc: £2.30; Breakthrough books

BRITISH LIFE
EP Ltd

Country Market; Shopping Precinct; The Village Street; Traffic; A Fish-and-Chip Shop; The Underground; Cricket; A Grocer's Shop. Wallcharts: £1.25

BROTHERS GRIMM
Student Recordings

Well-known stories from the selected fairy-tales of the brothers Grimm. Tom Thumb, The Twelve Dancing Princesses, Cinderella, etc. Combined 2-tape set: £7.00

CHAMELEON STREET PICTURE MAKING OUTFIT
Philip and Tacey Ltd

A picture-making visual aid consisting of house-parts, human figurines, motor vehicles and animals. These plastic shapes can be used on the Magna-Cel display board (£2.25), which is also suitable for magnet-figures and wax-pencil lettering. A classroom display-stand of hardwood is also available at £1.60. £5.75 the set.

CLOTHES
ILEA Media Resources Centre

£1.20 audio cassette £0.60p

For young children. The pictures examine the different circumstances in which people wear different clothes. A short commentary on each picture is recorded on cassette. Six sets of pictures: £1.20; audio-cassette: £0.60

CONCEPT 7-9
Arnold, E J

A course in language and reasoning for children aged 7 to 9. The course resulted from a Schools Council research project at the University of Birmingham into the linguistic needs of children at the infant-junior transition period. The material is concerned with basic language skills and is recommended for remedial work with older students. Unit 1: Listening with Understanding (teachers' manual, specimen workbook, spirit duplicator masters, 3 audio-cassettes: £12.10); Unit 2: Concept Building (teachers' manual, magnet cards, matrix-cards, matrix-activity books, missing-picture books: £11.05); Unit 3: Communication (teachers' manual, 10 symbol-drawing books, 4 map-drawing books, 8 detective enquiry books, 6 picture-making books, Where Next? - with maps: £11.20)
Teaching. The authors are David Mackay, Brian Thompson and Pamela Schaub. The core of Breakthrough is 'My Sentence Maker', an individual word store. Through the use of the folder, word-cards and plastic stand, the child can begin to build his own sentences. Thus, reading and writing reinforce each other from the start without the introduction of spelling and handwriting. Pupil's materials: My Sentence Maker; My Word Maker; Project folder; stand; My First Word Book; £1.85; Teachers' materials: teachers' sentence-maker, magnet-board pack teachers' manual; filmstrip: £15.80 Also available: Nursery rhymes, cards and disc: £2.30; Breakthrough books

BRITISH LIFE
EP Ltd

Country Market; Shopping Precinct; The Village Street; Traffic; A Fish-and-Chip Shop; The Underground; Cricket; A Grocer's Shop. Wallcharts: £1.25 the set.

BROTHERS GRIMM
Student Recordings

Well-known stories from the selected fairy-tales of the brothers Grimm. Tom Thumb, The Twelve Dancing Princesses, Cinderella, etc. Combined 2-tape set
The set: £7.00

CHAMELEON STREET PICTURE MAKING OUTFIT
Philip and Tacey Ltd

A picture-making visual aid consisting of house-parts, human figurines, motor vehicles and animals. These plastic shapes can be used on the Magna-Cel display board (£2.25), which is also suitable for magnet-figures and wax-pencil lettering. A classroom display-stand of hardwood is also available at £1.60. £5.75 the set.

CLOTHES
ILEA Media Resources Centre

£1.20 audio cassette £0.60p
For young children. The pictures examine the different circumstances in which people wear different clothes. A short commentary on each picture is recorded on cassette. Six sets of pictures: £1.20; audio-cassette: £0.60

CONCEPT 7-9
Arnold, E J

A course in language and reasoning for children aged 7 to 9. The course resulted from a Schools Council research project at the University of Birmingham into the linguistic needs of children at the infant-junior transition period. The material is concerned with basic language skills and is recommended for remedial work with older students. Unit 1: Listening with Understanding (teachers' manual, specimen workbook, spirit duplicator masters, 3 audio-cassettes: £12.10); Unit 2: Concept Building (teachers' manual, magnet cards, matrix-cards, matrix-activity books, missing-picture books: £11.05); Unit 3: Communication (teachers' manual, 10 symbol-drawing books, 4 map-drawing books, 8 detective enquiry books, 6 picture-making books, Where Next? – with maps: £11.20)
CONVERSATION PICTURES
ESA Creative Learning Ltd
A language-enrichment aid for young children. Titles: Giraffes at the Zoo; Car Park; The Birthday Party; The Shopping Centre; City Playground; Kites on the Hill; The Main Road; Walking Home at Night; Noah's Ark; The Fair; Stepping Stones; The Building Site; etc. Coloured posters (20" x 30"):
£0.60 each

DAYS OF THE WEEK BOARD
James Galt and Co
A display-board which records the days of the week as well as yesterday and tomorrow.
£1.44

DESCRIBING WORDS LOTTO GAME;
DOING WORDS LOTTO GAME
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Each game contains one caller's card, 3 players' cards, 4 boxes of counters and 30-words cards for the caller to display. Each game introduces 30 words.
£0.85 each

DOUBLE ACTION PICTURE/WORD MAKING AND SPELLING CARDS
James Galt and Co
The players match the name or action squares on their boards with an appropriate picture/word (eg. bow/arrow; egg/egg-cup). The second step is to spell out the same words with the separate letter cards provided

DOUBLE DOMINOES (picture and word)
James Galt and Co
Brightly coloured picture/word dominoes in which word and referent are paired.
£0.84

EARLY WORD PICTURE AND WORD MATCHING CARDS
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Coloured pictures of 240 objects, distributed over 12 self-contained boxes, with matching word cards.
£2.25 the set.

EDUCATION
Thomas Hope Ltd
A word-game for primary juniors based on the conventional reading board. Children are taught the letters of the alphabet and how to use them to form words. Each word is illustrated by a drawing.
£1.75

ENGLISH WITH AN ACCENT
BBC
disc
A collection of 23 international accent variations in spoken English, including Czech, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Russian, Slovak, Spanish, Afrikaans, American (non-regional), American (southern states), Australian, Canadian, Chinese (Hong Kong), Guyanese, Indian Kenyan, New Zealand, Nigerian, South African.
£1.50
This LP complements the earlier BBC record 'Some British Accents and Dialects', RESR 28M, which was deleted and reissued under the title: 'English with a Dialect' REC 173 Mono.
Car Park; The Birthday Party; The Shopping Centre; City Playground; Kites on the Hill; The Main Road; Walking Home at Night; Noah's Ark; The Fair; Stepping Stones; The Building Site; etc. Coloured posters (20" x 30"): £0.60 each

**DAYS OF THE WEEK BOARD**
James Galt and Co

A display-board which records the days of the week as well as yesterday and tomorrow. £1.44

**DESCRIBING WORDS LOTTO GAME; DOING WORDS LOTTO GAME**
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Each game contains one caller's card, 3 players' cards, 4 boxes of counters and 30-words cards for the caller to display. Each game introduces 30 words. £0.85 each

**DOUBLE ACTION PICTURE/WORD MAKING AND SPELLING CARDS**
James Galt and Co

The players match the name or action squares on their boards with an appropriate picture/word (eg. bow/arrow; egg/egg-cup). The second step is to spell out the same words with the separate letter cards provided. £0.84

**DOUBLE DOMINOES (picture and word)**
James Galt and Co

Brightly coloured picture/word dominoes in which word and referent are paired. £0.84

**EARLY WORD PICTURE AND WORD MATCHING CARDS**
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Coloured pictures of 240 objects, distributed over 12 self-contained boxes, with matching word cards. £2.25 the set.

**EDUCATION**
Thomas Hope Ltd

A word-game for primary juniors based on the conventional reading board. Children are taught the letters of the alphabet and how to use them to form words. Each word is illustrated by a drawing. £1.75

**ENGLISH WITH AN ACCENT**
BBC

disc

A collection of 23 international accent variations in spoken English, including Czech, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Russian, Slovak, Spanish, Afrikaans, American (non-regional), American (southern states), Australian, Canadian, Chinese (Hong Kong), Guyanese, Indian Kenyan, New Zealand, Nigerian, South African. £1.50

This LP complements the earlier BBC record 'Some British Accents and Dialects', RESR 28M, which was deleted and reissued under the title: 'English with a Dialect' REC 173 Mono.
Eothen International

8mm cineloops
Produced under the technical guidance of Professor E M Eppel, University of Sussex. Open-ended stories to provide a starting point for group discussions amongst adolescents: Help Yourself: After a telephone call from a girl a young man takes some pound-notes from a handbag on a table and then grooms himself as if to go out. Another scene shows a girl walking along a street and picking up a purse she finds, in which are a few coins. These she puts into her own handbag and walks on. Other titles: Temptation; Young, Not So Young; Relationships; Is This You?; Going For a Job; Work Tempo; Social Interaction. Super or Standard 8, silent.

EVERYDAY LIFE
EP Ltd
A Norfolk Farming Family; A Family Living in Liverpool; A Scarborough Fishing Family; A London Docker's Family; The Forester; Everyday Life of the Yorkshire Coalminer; The Highland Crofter; A Lake District Sheep Farmer; Everyday Life in London. Filmstrips: £1.20 each

EVERYDAY THINGS WORD RECOGNITION GAMES
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Each player takes a subject card (eg. 'I am a gardener, in my garden you will see...'; or, 'I am a greengrocer. These are in my shop...';) on which is a list of words introducing the things sold or made or otherwise associated with the tradesman or worker. Players then draw in turns from loose word-cards, hoping to be the first completely to match their word-cards and subject-cards.

FAMILY CELLOGRAPH DISPLAY PICTURES AND TEXT
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Illustrations of familiar characters and objects with a home setting. Supplementary text and pictures are available. Picture album: £2.90; text: £2.00

FOLK TALES OF MANY LANDS
EP Ltd
A series which illustrates folk and fairy stories from all over the world. The Three Wishes (England); The Old Woman and the Leather Bag (Ireland); The Doll in the Grass (Norway); etc. Filmstrips: £2.10 each

GENIAL PICTURE AND WORD DOMINOES
Philip and Tacey Ltd
The purpose of the game is for players to match the words to the pictures until the cards are played out. £1.30

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON
Student Recordings
Complete and continuous stories from the selected fairy tales. The Tinder-Box; The Real Princess; The Elfin Hall; The Little Match-Girl; The Fir-tree; The Ugly Duckling etc. Combined 4-tape set: £7.00
amongst adolescents: Help Yourself: After a telephone call from a girl a young man takes some pound-notes from a handbag on a table and then grooms himself as if to go out. Another scene shows a girl walking along a street and picking up a purse she finds, in which are a few coins. These she puts into her own handbag and walks on. Other titles: Temptation; Young, Not So Young; Relationships; Is This You?; Going For a Job; Work Tempo; Social Interaction. Super or Standard 8, silent.

EVERYDAY LIFE
EP Ltd

A Norfolk Farming Family; A Family Living in Liverpool; A Scarborough Fishing Family; A London Docker's Family; The Forester; Everyday Life of the Yorkshire Coalminer; The Highland Crofter; A Lake District Sheep Farmer; Everyday Life in London. Filmstrips: £1.20 each

EVERYDAY THINGS WORD RECOGNITION GAMES
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Each player takes a subject card (eg. 'I am a gardener, in my garden you will see...'; or, 'I am a greengrocer. These are in my shop...') on which is a list of words introducing the things sold or made or otherwise associated with the tradesman or worker. Players then draw in turns from loose word-cards, hoping to be the first completely to match their word-cards and subject-cards.

FAMILY CELLOGRAPH DISPLAY PICTURES AND TEXT
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Illustrations of familiar characters and objects with a home setting. Supplementary text and pictures are available. Picture album: £2.90; text: £2.00

FOLK TALES OF MANY LANDS
EP Ltd

A series which illustrates folk and fairy stories from all over the world. The Three Wishes (England); The Old Woman and the Leather Bag (Ireland); The Doll in the Grass (Norway); etc. Filmstrips: £2.10 each

GENIAL PICTURE AND WORD DOMINOES
Philip and Tacey Ltd

The purpose of the game is for players to match the words to the pictures until the cards are played out. £1.30

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON
Student Recordings

Complete and continuous stories from the selected fairy tales. The Tinder-Box; The Real Princess; The Elfin Hall; The Little Match-Girl; The Fir-tree; The Ugly Duckling etc. Combined 4-tape set: £7.00
HELPING AND DOING APPARATUS
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Restricted, in pictorial style, to young children. Twelve laminated pictures of children engaged in various activities (digging in the snow, doing the shopping), with accompanying clear-plastic wallets bearing labels of the objects in the pictures. Separate word-strips must subsequently be matched by the pupil to the picture. £1.45 the set.

THE HIGH STREET
ILEA Media Resources Centre

For young children. Illustrations of West Park High Street which can be joined as a frieze with a recorded story about each section: A chemist's shop; a post-office; a general store; a launderette; a zebra crossing; and a bus stop. Transcripts of the stories are included in the teachers' notes. 6 sets of pictures: £1.20; audio-cassette: £0.60

HOME TUTORS KIT
Community Relations Commission

Available free on request.

Developed to support the teaching of English to adult immigrants by volunteer community teachers, this kit contains notes on teaching methods, teaching materials, including visual aids, background information and a reading guide. The visual aids comprise dark-line drawings, on thin card, of familiar scenes, which make up into 3-dimensional standing models.

HOW THINGS WORK
ILEA Media Resources Centre

Colourful charts in the form of games on the working of some of the things in modern life which can go wrong. The problems are solved by an ordinary teenage boy. 6 charts: £1.00

HOW, WHAT AND WHERE?
James Galt and Co

A reading game for 1-4 players which uses 40 commonly used verbs, adjectives and adverbs (4 baseboards and 40 picture/word cards). £0.72

THE HOPWOOD FAMILY
BBC Radio Enterprises

Some sketches from the life of an imaginary family, intended as a situational stimuli to classroom discussion. Disc.

HUEBER LANGUAGE GAMES
Max Hueber

Text, cassettes tape, students' kit. Spies at Work; Business Trip; The Big Deal. Designed for intermediate to advanced mature foreign students who are learning English for occupational purposes (eg. Spies at Work uses the terminology of computer-programming). The games embody a contextualised functional approach to language learning and are primarily structured so as to set the student a series of problems which can only be solved by using language in its natural role, as a means to an end. Information which the student processes to participate in the game is presented on tape and in a data pack.

I LIVE HERE
EP Group

The story follows a primary age child around his home and neighbourhood and should prompt children to talk about their own activities and environment. Filmstrip d/f, colour: £2.90
THE HIGH STREET
ILEA Media Resources Centre
For young children. Illustrations of West Park High Street which can be joined as a frieze, with a recorded story about each section: A chemist's shop; a post-office; a general store; a launderette; a zebra crossing; and a bus stop. Transcripts of the stories are included in the teachers' notes.
6 sets of pictures: £1.20; audio-cassette: £0.60

HOME TUTORS KIT
Community Relations Commission
Available free on request.
Developed to support the teaching of English to adult immigrants by volunteer community teachers, this kit contains notes on teaching methods, teaching materials, including visual aids, background information and a reading guide. The visual aids comprise dark-line drawings, on thin card, of familiar scenes, which make up into 3-dimensional standing models.

HOW THINGS WORK
ILEA Media Resources Centre
Colourful charts in the form of games on the working of some of the things in modern life which can go wrong. The problems are solved by an ordinary teenage boy. 6 charts: £1.00

HOW, WHAT AND WHERE?
James Galt and Co
A reading game for 1-4 players which uses 40 commonly used verbs, adjectives and adverbs (4 baseboards and 40 picture/word cards).

THE HOPWOOD FAMILY
BBC Radio Enterprises
Some sketches from the life of an imaginary family, intended as a situational stimuli to classroom discussion. Disc.

HUEBER LANGUAGE GAMES
Max Hueber
Text, cassettes tape, students' kit. Spies at Work; Business Trip; The Big Deal. Designed for intermediate to advanced mature foreign students who are learning English for occupational purposes (e.g. Spies at Work uses the terminology of computer-programming). The games embody a contextualised functional approach to language learning and are primarily structured so as to set the student a series of problems which can only be solved by using language in its natural role, as a means to an end. Information which the student processes to participate in the game is presented on tape and in a data pack.

I LIVE HERE
EP Group
The story follows a primary age child around his home and neighbourhood and should prompt children to talk about their own activities and environment. Filmstrip d/f, colour: £2.90
ILLUSTRATED SENTENCE MAKING CARDS
James Galt and Co
A set of 12 topic picture cards with 2 or 3 associated words printed under the picture. There are 61 separate word cards (illustrated nouns) with which sentences can be made to describe each of the 12 topic cards. £0.36

INCREASE YOUR VOCABULARY
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Designed to widen the vocabulary of young pupils, the topics presented in prose (sport, transport, occupations etc) are followed by test exercises. Although not to be recommended for initial teaching, these materials could be modified to make word-puzzle games or word-sentence matching games. Packet of 10 books: £1.50; packet of 200 vocabulary exercise sheets: £0.50p

JABBERWOCKY
Alan Wakeman
Longman
A language game for adults and children which can be played at the level of linguistic skill which the learner brings to the board. It is a card game providing sets of complete words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) and sets of prefixes, suffixes, verb form endings, punctuation etc for the student to form complete sentences and to supplement existing sentences. £2.00

JUNIOR SCRABBLE
James Galt and Co
This version of the well-known spelling game provides alphabetic and pictorial cues on the board for word-formation. £0.98p

KIDDICRAFT 300 COMMON WORDS
Thomas Hope Ltd
Designed to help young children learn to spell through a game which consists of trying to make up the maximum number of simple sentences from the cards dealt to each player. £0.75

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Science Research Associates Ltd
Designed to develop children's understanding and use of language by encouraging self-expression both through speaking and writing. The basic components of the kit are 96 Language Builders - free standing storyboards each containing 5 big pictures (17" x 11") with provision for writing in dialogue, on special paper applied to the storyboards with adhesive putty. The picture stories are open-ended. £65.65

LANGUAGE FOR LEARNING
ILEA Media Resources Centre
A series of simply structured language games devised and tested by the ILEA Centre for Urban Education Studies. Their purpose is to help young children develop their oral language skills. Unit 1 (Classification): £1.20; Unit 2 (Story-Telling): £1.50; Unit 3 (Enquiry): £2.00
INCREASE YOUR VOCABULARY
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Designed to widen the vocabulary of young pupils, the topics presented in prose (sport, transport, occupations etc) are followed by test exercises. Although not to be recommended for initial teaching, these materials could be modified to make word-puzzle games or word-sentence matching games. Packet of 10 books: £1.50; packet of 200 vocabulary exercise sheets: £0.50p

JABBERWOCKY
Alan Wakeman
Longman

A language game for adults and children which can be played at the level of linguistic skill which the learner brings to the board. It is a card game providing sets of complete words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) and sets of prefixes, suffixes, verb form endings, punctuation etc for the student to form complete sentences and to supplement existing sentences. £2.00

JUNIOR SCRABBLE
James Galt and Co

This version of the well-known spelling game provides alphabetic and pictorial cues on the board for word-formation. £0.98p

KIDDICRAFT 300 COMMON WORDS
Thomas Hope Ltd

Designed to help young children learn to spell through a game which consists of trying to make up the maximum number of simple sentences from the cards dealt to each player. £0.75

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Science Research Associates Ltd

Designed to develop children's understanding and use of language by encouraging self-expression both through speaking and writing. The basic components of the kit are 96 Language Builders - free standing storyboards each containing 5 big pictures (17" x 11") with provision for writing in dialogue, on special paper applied to the storyboards with adhesive putty. The picture stories are open-ended. £65.65

LANGUAGE FOR LEARNING
ILEA Media Resources Centre

A series of simply structured language games devised and tested by the ILEA Centre for Urban Education Studies. Their purpose is to help young children develop their oral language skills. Unit 1 (Classification): £1.20; Unit 2 (Story-Telling): £1.50; Unit 3 (Enquiry): £2.00
LET'S GO SHOPPING GAMES: METRIC VERSION
Philip and Tacey Ltd

A set of shopping games comprising illustrated merchandise cards with the
quantities stated beneath the pictures, a stand-up shopkeeper's price-list and
a personal shopping list. Plastic-laminated token card money is included.
The series includes The Grocer's; The Toy Shop; The Baker's. The set: £1.85

LOOKING AROUND
The Slide Centre Ltd

Designed to provide children with visual material which acts as a stimulus to
creative work in language or art. The slides are based on topics or concepts
and often depict unusual aspects of the familiar. Forty-one titles including:
People at Work; People at Play; The Town; The Countryside; Rectangles; Curves;
Water; Contrasts; etc. Slidefolio (12 slides): £1.50 each

MAKE-A-WORD SPELLING GAMES
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Each player draws a base-card which has 5 pictures and their words. Players
then alternately draw from concealed letter-cards until the winner has
completely spelled in his base card. £1.25

MEET YOUR NEIGHBOUR
EP Ltd

What Do You Wear?; What Do You Eat?; What Is Your Work?; How Do You Travel?;
Where Do You Live?; Where Do You Eat? Filmstrips: £2.70 each

MODELS FOR ENGLISH COMPOSITION
Ealing Scientific Ltd

A series of short dramatic situations portraying the problems and concerns of
teenage students. The plot-structure is open-ended so as to stimulate students
to imaginatively conclude the episode. Filmed in America. Titles: Playing The
Game; Beach Rescue; The People Watcher; A Classroom Dilemma; Lonely Shore; Where
The Roads Lead; The Party; Who They Are; Behind The Wheel. Cartridge super 8
film-loops (set of 9): £50.00

MORE AND LESS BOOK
Philip and Tacey Ltd

The more commonly encountered adjectives of comparison are presented with amusing
and appropriate illustrations. Opposites are presented on facing pages, eg. fat,
fatter, fattest; thin, thinner, thinnest. £0.20

MORE AND MORE SHOPPING SUMS BOOK
Metric edition
Philip and Tacey Ltd

The pages of this spiral-bound book are divided into 4 strips, each of which
carries a labelled picture of an object, its price and a shopping instruction eg.
'Jam. Jam costs 1p a jar. Buy 2 jars.' The consumer-goods cover groceries,
dairy produce, greengroceries and bakers' goods. The strips could be used in
card-form in 'shopping basket' games or in a shopping-card game in which each
player is given an arbitrary amount of money to spend as instructed on the
cards he turns up.
quantities stated beneath the pictures, a stand-up shopkeeper's price-list and a personal shopping list. Plastic-laminated token card money is included. The series includes The Grocer's; The Toy Shop; The Baker's. The set: £1.85

LOOKING AROUND
The Slide Centre Ltd
Designed to provide children with visual material which acts as a stimulus to creative work in language or art. The slides are based on topics or concepts and often depict unusual aspects of the familiar. Forty-one titles including: People at Work; People at Play; The Town; The Countryside; Rectangles; Curves; Water; Contrasts; etc. Slidefolio (12 slides): £1.50 each

MAKE-A-WORD SPELLING GAMES
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Each player draws a base-card which has 5 pictures and their words. Players then alternately draw from concealed letter-cards until the winner has completely spelled in his base card. £1.25

MEET YOUR NEIGHBOUR
EP Ltd
What Do You Wear?; What Do You Eat?; What Is Your Work?; How Do You Travel?; Where Do You Live?; Where Do You Eat? Filmstrips: £2.70 each

MODELS FOR ENGLISH COMPOSITION
Ealing Scientific Ltd
A series of short dramatic situations portraying the problems and concerns of teenage students. The plot-structure is open-ended so as to stimulate students to imaginatively conclude the episode. Filmed in America. Titles: Playing The Game; Beach Rescue; The People Watcher; A Classroom Dilemma; Lonely Shore; Where The Roads Lead; The Party; Who They Are; Behind The Wheel. Cartridge super 8 film-loops (set of 9): £50.00

MORE AND LESS BOOK
Philip and Tacey Ltd
The more commonly encountered adjectives of comparison are presented with amusing and appropriate illustrations. Opposites are presented on facing pages, eg. fat, fatter, fattest; thin, thinner, thinnest. £0.20

MORE AND MORE SHOPPING SUMS BOOK
Metric edition
Philip and Tacey Ltd
The pages of this spiral-bound book are divided into 4 strips, each of which carries a labelled picture of an object, its price and a shopping instruction eg. 'Jam. Jam costs 1P a jar. Buy 2 jars.' The consumer-goods cover groceries, dairy produce, greengroceries and bakers' goods. The strips could be used in card-form in 'shopping basket' games or in a shopping-card game in which each player is given an arbitrary amount of money to spend as instructed on the cards he turns up.
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MOTSPUR SINGULARS-AND-PLURALS CARDS
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Each subject is presented on a matching matrix of 4 cards, comprising corresponding pictorial and verbal representations of the plural and singular of the subject. Correct pairing of the cards is ensured by the projections and a slot device which forms a part of each pair. One set contains 7 subjects (14 pairs). £0.74

MY PICTURE WORD GAMES
James Galt and Co
A compendium of 4 reading aids, consisting of varieties of named or labelled illustrations which are complemented or completed by word- or sentence-cards, eg. A bathroom: We wash in here; The leaves are green. £1.50

NATURE CALENDAR FRIEZE
ESA Creative Learning Ltd
Twelve attractive pictures of rural scenes, emphasising their seasonal beauty and the children's activities which they allow. They can be joined together as a continuous frieze or assembled into seasonal blocks. £3.00

NOW IT'S YOUR TURN
Student Recordings
A stimulus for creative writing, or at least for narrative completion exercises. A dramatised text with an open-ended plot creates a situational context for the imaginative use of language. Titles: Lost on the Moor; Cut off by the Tide; The Garden Door; The Deserted House, etc. Tape: £3.50

NOW-TO-WORK WOODBOOKS
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Designed to provide guided writing practice for young children, these books present one page of drawings and a facing page of one word sentence-completion exercises based on the illustrations. All the sentences on any one page practice a particular pattern (eg. This hat belongs to...(?). Student: 'The clown'; This hat belongs to.... (the policeman.).) Per pack: £0.80

NOTICING THINGS
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Two workbooks designed to encourage young children to observe and record facts about their surroundings at school, at home and in the community around them. Simple line-drawings are accompanied by completion exercises such as: 'The name of my school is....'; 'There are ..... children in my school'; or a child may draw a picture to illustrate a line of text. Books 1 and 2, packets of 10:£1.00

SCOPE
The Schools Council Project in English for Immigrant Children
Longman
Scope Stage 1:
An introductory English course for use with non-English speaking children between the ages of 8 and 13. The material is designed to accord with principles of teaching English as a second language and to facilitate the acculturation of immigrant children to a new social environment.
of the subject. Correct pairing of the cards is ensured by the projections and
a slot device which forms a part of each pair. One set contains 7 subjects
(14 pairs).

£0.74

MY PICTURE WORD GAMES
James Galt and Co

A compendium of 4 reading aids, consisting of varieties of named or labelled
illustrations which are complemented or completed by word- or sentence-cards,
eg. A bathroom: We wash in here; The leaves are green.

£1.50

NATURE CALENDAR FRIEZE
ESA Creative Learning Ltd

Twelve attractive pictures of rural scenes, emphasising their seasonal beauty
and the children's activities which they allow. They can be joined together as
a continuous frieze or assembled into seasonal blocks.

£3.00

NOW IT'S YOUR TURN
Student Recordings

A stimulus for creative writing, or at least for narrative completion exercises.
A dramatised text with an open-ended plot creates a situational context for the
imaginative use of language. Titles: Lost on the Moor; Cut off by the Tide;
The Garden Door; The Deserted House, etc. Tape:

£3.50

NOW-TO-WORK WOODBOOKS
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Designed to provide guided writing practice for young children, these books
present one page of drawings and a facing page of one word sentence-completion
exercises based on the illustrations. All the sentences on any one page
practice a particular pattern (eg. This hat belongs to...(?). Student: 'The
clown'; This hat belongs to.... (the policeman).) Per pack:

£0.80

NOTICING THINGS
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Two workbooks designed to encourage young children to observe and record facts
about their surroundings at school, at home and in the community around them.
Simple line-drawings are accompanied by completion exercises such as: 'The name
of my school is....'; 'There are ..... children in my school'; or a child may
draw a picture to illustrate a line of text. Books 1 and 2, packets of 10:

£1.00

SCOPE
The Schools Council Project in English for Immigrant Children
Longman

Scope Stage 1:
An introductory English course for use with non-English speaking children between
the ages of 8 and 13. The material is designed to accord with principles of
teaching English as a second language and to facilitate the acculturation of
immigrant children to a new social environment.
Scope Stage 1 (contd.)
The teachers' package: magnet board, magnets, figures, wall pictures, flashcards, picture cards, work-cards, reading work-cards, word slips, alphabet cards, 7" LP disc: £26.00

Scope Stage 2:
A language development course for use with children aged 8 to 13. The materials are based on 3 themes: Homes, Travel and Water. £5.60

Scope Senior Course:
Primarily intended for recently arrived non-English speaking students aged 14 and over, this material can also be used with adult beginners.

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Designed to stimulate discussion amongst secondary students about issues in their lives similar to the dramatised incidents portrayed in film-loops. Titles: A Job for Peter; A Question of Priority; I'd Rather Not; I Like Him - Do You?; Mother's Day - Father's Son; You Can Take It.

PEOPLE AND MONEY
EP Group
The 3 sections of this filmstrip present: (1) People at work in industries such as Fishing and the North Sea gas fields; (2) The exchange of money in return for services; (3) The things that people choose to spend their money on. Filmstrip, d/f, colour: £2.90

PHONIC PICTURE WORD DOMINOES
James Galt and Co
The most commonly used 3-letter phonic words are taught through this word- and picture-matching dominoes game. £0.54

PICTURE STORY CARDS
VOCABULARY CARDS
Invalid Children's Aid Association
Material originally developed at the John Horniman School, for children with severe language disorders. Vocabulary cards contain large dark-line illustrations of 100 common words (actions and objects). Coloured and mounted they could be used as flash-cards, word-game packs, story-building items etc. Picture Story cards contain 10 simple stories, presented through 4 to 8 picture sequences. They are suitable for language practice with young children who, after picture-cued oral narrative work may colour in the pictures, compose or copy a simple text on the back and join the cards as booklets. Vocabulary Cards: £0.50; Picture Story Cards: £0.50

THE PIED PIPER OF HAMLIN
EP Ltd
A picture and sound story pack. Filmstrip: £1.90; tape: £2.00; audio-visual pack: £3.50

PICTORIAL MAP OF BRITAIN
James Galt and Co
A colourful map, with pictorial details of nature reserves, zoos, landmarks, motorways. £0.87
Scope Stage 2:
A language development course for use with children aged 8 to 13. The materials are based on 3 themes: Homes, Travel and Water. £5.60

Scope Senior Course:
Primarily intended for recently arrived non-English speaking students aged 14 and over, this material can also be used with adult beginners.

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Design to stimulate discussion amongst secondary students about issues in their lives similar to the dramatised incidents portrayed in film-loops. Titles: A Job for Peter; A Question of Priority; I'd Rather Not; I Like Him - Do You?; Mother's Day - Father's Son; You Can Take It.

PEOPLE AND MONEY
EP Group
The 3 sections of this filmstrip present: (1) People at work in industries such as Fishing and the North Sea gas fields; (2) The exchange of money in return for services; (3) The things that people choose to spend their money on. Filmstrip, d/f, colour: £2.90

PHONIC PICTURE WORD DOMINOES
James Galt and Co
The most commonly used 3-letter phonic words are taught through this word- and picture-matching dominoes game. £0.54

PICTURE STORY CARDS
VOCABULARY CARDS
Invalid Children's Aid Association
Material originally developed at the John Horniman School, for children with severe language disorders. Vocabulary cards contain large dark-line illustrations of 100 common words (actions and objects). Coloured and mounted they could be used as flash-cards, word-game packs, story-building items etc. Picture Story cards contain 10 simple stories, presented through 4 to 8 picture sequences. They are suitable for language practice with young children who, after picture-cued oral narrative work may colour in the pictures, compose or copy a simple text on the back and join the cards as booklets. Vocabulary Cards: £0.50; Picture Story Cards: £0.50

THE PIED PIPER OF HAMLIN
EP Ltd
A picture and sound story pack. Filmstrip: £1.90; tape: £2.00; audio-visual pack: £3.50

PICTORIAL MAP OF BRITAIN
James Galt and Co
A colourful map, with pictorial details of nature reserves, zoos, landmarks, motorways. £0.87
The text of these stories comprises a series of simple statements about sections of a connected picture frieze which unfolds concertina-like; eg. Page 1, The Zoo: 'It is a nice day to go to the zoo to see the animals in the zoo. Some people spend the whole day there.'

**PICTURE WORD LOTTO**
James Galt and Co
A group-game in which children can match pictures, pictures and words, or words only. £0.72

**POSITION WORDS STRIP BOOKS**
Philip and Tacey Ltd
These spiral-bound books are designed to introduce common prepositions through illustrations of everyday objects which are described by simple sentences, eg. to illustrate 'behind' we see: 'Mother is standing behind the chair' pictorially and verbally. The matching text is on separate strips which can be used in matching exercises after initial presentation. Set of 4 books: £0.81

**THE PROGRESSIVE QUESTION AND ANSWER CARDS**
James Galt and Co
16 pictorial question-cards (What time is it?; What is the girl doing?) which have to be matched with the correct answer-card. £0.48p

**RAILWAY STATION**
EP LTD
Wallchart 30" x 40" £0.50

**ROUND-AND-ABOUT WALL FRIEZES**
Philip and Tacey Ltd
The scenes presented are: Market Day; All the Fun of the Fair; The High Street; Riverside Scenes; At the Zoo. As much typical and significant detail as possible is introduced without destroying the realism of these scenes of human activity in different contexts. The friezes are over 3' long and are plastic-covered. The set: £1.50

**PHOTOS**
Palmer, F
Weinmann
A pack of 6 photographic (11" x 8") picture sequences designed as enrichment and stimulus material for secondary students based on a thematic rather than narrative exploration of topics such as: By the River; At the Market; Fishermen. £3.00
It is a nice day to go to the zoo to see the animals in the zoo. Some people spend the whole day there.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Picture Word Lotto</td>
<td>James Galt and Co</td>
<td>A group game in which children can match pictures, pictures and words, or words only.</td>
<td>£0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position Words Strip Books</td>
<td>Philip and Tacey Ltd</td>
<td>These spiral-bound books are designed to introduce common prepositions through illustrations of everyday objects which are described by simple sentences, eg. to illustrate 'behind' we see: 'Mother is standing behind the chair' pictorially and verbally. The matching text is on separate strips which can be used in matching exercises after initial presentation. Set of 4 books.</td>
<td>£0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Question and Answer Cards</td>
<td>James Galt and Co</td>
<td>16 pictorial question-cards (What time is it?; What is the girl doing?) which have to be matched with the correct answer-card.</td>
<td>£0.48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railway Station</td>
<td>FP LTD</td>
<td>Wallchart 30&quot; x 40&quot;</td>
<td>£0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaped Question and Answer Cards</td>
<td>Philip and Tacey Ltd</td>
<td>Three boxes of 15 pairs of cards, one bearing an illustration (eg. a football on a table) and a written question ('Where is the ball?'), the other providing a specific answer ('The ball is on the table').</td>
<td>£0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round-and-About Wall Friezes</td>
<td>Philip and Tacey Ltd</td>
<td>The scenes presented are: Market Day; All the Fun of the Fair; The High Street; Riverside Scenes; At the Zoo. As much typical and significant detail as possible is introduced without destroying the realism of these scenes of human activity in different contexts. The friezes are over 3' long and are plastic-covered.</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture Sequences</td>
<td>Palmer, F Heinemann</td>
<td>A pack of 6 photographic (11&quot; x 8&quot;) picture sequences designed as enrichment and stimulus material for secondary students based on a thematic rather than narrative exploration of topics such as: By the River; At the Market; Fishermen.</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STORIES AND FAIRY TALES
EP Ltd
An extensive collection of folklore and fiction from all over the world.
Filmstrips each: £1.20

THE STREET
Philograph Publications Ltd
A picture-line book in concertina format, depicting the main street and its commercial and communal activities, with a simple descriptive text underneath.

TALKMORE
Arnold, E J
A materials package comprising wall pictures, flannelgraph, backboard, figurine sheets, flash cards etc, depicting the More family and their very average environment. £8.88

TEA-TIME
EP Ltd
Pictorial treatment of tea-time with a family, showing the lay-out of the table, with food. Wallchart (25" x 37½") £0.30

TELLING THE TIME
Eothen International Ltd
Two animated film loops designed to help in teaching the time in relation to the normal 12-hour clock, incorporating ante and post meridiem, as night passes into day in the background. 8mm film-loop; standard or super; silent: £1.30

TIMES THROUGH THE DAY STRIP BOOK
Philip and Tacey Ltd
The pages of this spirally bound book have been cut into 3 horizontal strips. Each matching strip carries a clock-face with hands set at the same time. The upper strip states the time in text and figures and introduces the words: 'Morning'; 'Afternoon'; 'Evening'; and 'Night'. The middle strip illustrates the daily event which takes place at the time shown, while the lower strip bears a simple text describing the picture above. The events represented cover: waking up, breakfast-time, school, lunch-time, tea-time and bed-time. £0.18

THREE-OF-A-KIND STRIP BOOKS
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Designed to widen the vocabulary of young children through the presentation of labelled pictures in conceptual classes (Seen on the Road; Things Men Wear; Made From Iron; Flying Things). The strips could be used in card-games in which pupils collect different 'kinds' of things. The set of 4: £0.70

THROUGH-THE-DAY WORKSHEETS PAD
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Eight subjects (eg. Getting up, In the Bathroom, Breakfast, Going to School) are presented pictorially, with young children. Below the Picture are 6 words as cues for sentence composition. Eight sheets of each subject comprise a pad of 64 sheets. £0.22 each
THE STREET
Philograph Publications Ltd
A picture-line book in concertina format, depicting the main street and its commercial and communal activities, with a simple descriptive text underneath.

TALKMORE
Arnold, E J
A materials package comprising wall pictures, flannelgraph, backboard, figurine sheets, flash cards etc, depicting the More family and their very average environment.
£8.88

TEA-TIME
EP Ltd
Pictorial treatment of tea-time with a family, showing the lay-out of the table, with food. Wallchart (25" x 37½"):
£0.30

TELLING THE TIME
Eothen International Ltd
Two animated film loops designed to help in teaching the time in relation to the normal 12-hour clock, incorporating ante and post meridiem, as night passes into day in the background. 8mm film-loop; standard or super; silent: £1.30

TIMES THROUGH THE DAY STRIP BOOK
Philip and Tacey Ltd
The pages of this spirally bound book have been cut into 3 horizontal strips. Each matching strip carries a clock-face with hands set at the same time. The upper strip states the time in text and figures and introduces the words: 'Morning'; 'Afternoon'; 'Evening'; and 'Night'. The middle strip illustrates the daily event which takes place at the time shown, while the lower strip bears a simple text describing the picture above. The events represented cover: waking up, breakfast-time, school, lunch-time, tea-time and bed-time.
£0.18

THREE-OF-A-KIND STRIP BOOKS
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Designed to widen the vocabulary of young children through the presentation of labelled pictures in conceptual classes (Seen on the Road; Things Men Wear; Made From Iron; Flying Things). The strips could be used in card-games in which pupils collect different 'kinds' of things. The set of 4:
£0.70

THROUGH-THE-DAY WORKSHEETS PAD
Philip and Tacey Ltd
Eight subjects (eg. Getting up, In the Bathroom, Breakfast, Going to School) are presented pictorially, with young children. Below the Picture are 6 words as cues for sentence composition. Eight sheets of each subject comprise a pad of 64 sheets.
£0.22 each
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THE TRAVELLERS AND THE THIEVES
Eothen International Ltd

A free adaptation of 2 West African folk stories, using cartoon animation. 16mm or 8mm super with magnetic sound-track (also available: Pre-striped mute for self-recording)

VALUES IN ACTION
Ealing Scientific Ltd

These films are designed to provoke discussion amongst teenagers of moral issues in conduct by presenting a problem situation involving children at school or in the community where a decision must be made. The film-loop shows 3 alternative ways of acting, none of which effectively resolve the situation. This open-ended narrative format has a language-teaching potential at different levels of complexity (eg as a context for narrative presentation or practice or as the contextualisation of a self-made story tape). Titles: The Damaged Book, A student, accidentally and unnoticed, damages a library book. The alternative actions explore deception and honesty. Also: The Borrowed Bicycle; Spray Paint; Rocks and Trains; Ganging Up; The Cheat; The Lost Baseball; The Cashier's Mistake; The Thief. Cartridge super 8mm cine-loop (set of 9): £30.00

VISIGRAPH
Thomas Hope Ltd

A language-practice kit for primary juniors which includes a tablestand, a storage and demonstration board, flannelgraph background sheets and shapes, figures and words on these topics: At Home; At School; On the Farm; At the Supermarket; At the Post Office; At the Airport; Man in Space; At the Seaside; Fun Together; Clothes We Wear.

VOCABULARY SHEETS
Remedial Supply Co

Designed as remedial language practice for older students, on lines used in early language development materials. Sheets of black-line drawings in student packs present a wide range of familiar and novel scenes and story sequences which can be used for oral or written group or individual practice.

WANDERLAND
James Galt and Co

A wallochart fantasy-land of woods, mountains, monsters and fairy-tale characters with paths for children to explore imaginatively.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Student Recordings

Intended as topics for debate arising from a dramatised incident, the tape presents points for and against the topic so as to provide a cued context for student self-expression. Topics: Hunting; Holidays; The Circus; The Tudor House. Audio-tape, open reel:

WHAT SHALL WE DO?
EP Ltd

Verbal patterns are practised through the illustration of a number of actions such as running, jumping, laughing and crying. Filmstrip, b & w:
VALUES IN ACTION

Ealing Scientific Ltd

These films are designed to provoke discussion amongst teenagers of moral issues in conduct by presenting a problem situation involving children at school or in the community where a decision must be made. The film-loop shows 3 alternative ways of acting, none of which effectively resolve the situation. This open-ended narrative format has a language-teaching potential at different levels of complexity (eg as a context for narrative presentation or practice or as the contextualisation of a self-made story tape). Titles: The Damaged Book, A student, accidentally and unnoticed, damages a library book. The alternative actions explore deception and honesty. Also: The Borrowed Bicycle; Spray paint; Rocks and Trains; Ganging Up; The Cheat; The Lost Baseball; The Cashier’s Mistake; The Thief. Cartridge 8mm cine-loop (set of 9): £50.00

VISIGRAPH

Thomas Hope Ltd

A language-practice kit for primary juniors which includes a tabloid stand, a storage and demonstration board, flannelgraph background sheets and shapes, figures and words on these topics: At Home; At School; On the Farm; At the Supermarket; At the Post Office; At the Airport; Man in Space; At the Seaside; Fun Together.

VOCABULARY SHEETS

Remedial Supply Co

Designed as remedial language practice for older students, on lines used in early language development materials. Sheets of black-line drawings in student packs present a wide range of familiar and novel scenes and story sequences which can be used for oral or written group or individual practice.

WANDERLAND

James Galt and Co

A wallchart fantasy-land of woods, mountains, monsters and fairy-tale characters with paths for children to explore imaginatively.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Student Recordings

Intended as topics for debate arising from a dramatised incident, the tape presents points for and against the topic so as to provide a cued context for student self-expression. Topics: Hunting; Holidays; The Circus; The Tudor House. Audio-tape, open-reel: £3.50

WHAT SHALL WE DO?

EP Ltd

Verbal patterns are practised through the illustration of a number of activities such as running, jumping, laughing and crying. Filmstrip, b & w: £1.50
WHAT'S THE TIME?  INDIVIDUAL WORK SHEETS
Philip and Tacey Ltd

On one side of the worksheet the pupils are required to read the time and to draw it on the blank clockface provided. On the reverse he must write out the time indicated on the clockface.

Per packet: £0.36

WHAT'S THE TIME? TEST CARDS AND CLOCKFACE
Philip and Tacey Ltd

The set comprises a series of clockfaces and 10 matching cards with the times in texts which are fitted to the main cards by self-correcting cuts. A question card and a pupil's 5" clockface with movable hands are included.

The set: £0.38

WHAT IS MY COLOUR? MATCHING CARDS
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Nine picture-cards which have to be matched with a text-card which in turn has to be completed by the addition of the right colour word, eg. a picture of leaves. Matching text: 'The leaves are ...' Text completion card: 'green'.

£0.23

WHAT IS IT?
EP Ltd

Illustrates everyday objects such as ball, tree, water, car.

Filmstrip b & w: £1.30

WORD PICTURE PAIRS
James Galt and Co

Picture- and word-cards which have to be matched with their opposite or complement (open-shut; bat-ball; stop-go).

£0.48

WORD PLAY
Eothen International

A series of films designed for children between the ages of 4 and 9. Words and images are alternately presented in animated sequences that exploit repetition, alliteration; rhythm and rhyme. Titles: What is a Wot? Imaginary animals form the basis of this animated cartoon with simply and carefully presented words which build up into a poem. 8mm cine-loop; super or standard; silent.

THE WORLD AROUND JOHN
Eothen International

A series of films showing the everyday life of an English schoolboy and his family in London. Titles: Introducing the Family; Having Breakfast; At School (an English Secondary Modern); Dad Goes to Work (a Building Site); Brother Works at the London Docks; At Tea Time; Shopping with Mum; Granny Comes to Dinner; Going by Bus; Going by Train; Visiting Granny's; A Day Out. 8mm film-loop; super or standard; silent.

THE WORLD AROUND YOU
EP Ltd

Building Site; Garage; The Airport; The Bus Station; Wallichart. (the set): £1.50

WRITE A STORY
Slide Centre Ltd

A series of visual story-lines which provide the structure for oral or written narrative. Titles: Speakers' Corner; On the Beach; Boy in a French Garden; Demolition; Fete; Accident, etc. Slidefolio (12 slides): £1.50
WHAT'S THE TIME? TEST CARDS AND CLOCKFACE
Philip and Tacey Ltd

The set comprises a series of clockfaces and 10 matching cards with the times in texts which are fitted to the main cards by self-correcting cuts. A question card and a pupil's 5" clockface with movable hands are included.

The set: £0.38

WHAT IS MY COLOUR? MATCHING CARDS
Philip and Tacey Ltd

Nine picture-cards which have to be matched with a text-card which in turn has to be completed by the addition of the right colour word, e.g., a picture of leaves. Matching text: 'The leaves are ...' Text completion card: 'green'.

£0.23

WHAT IS IT?
EP Ltd

Illustrates everyday objects such as ball, tree, water, car.

Filmstrip b & w: £1.30

WORD PICTURE PAIRS
James Galt and Co

Picture- and word-cards which have to be matched with their opposite or complement (open-shut; bat-ball; stop-go).

£0.48

WORD PLAY
Eothen International

A series of films designed for children between the ages of 4 and 9. Words and images are alternately presented in animated sequences that exploit repetition, alliteration; rhythm and rhyme. Titles: What is a Wot? Imaginary animals form the basis of this animated cartoon with simply and carefully presented words which build up into a poem. 8mm cine-loop; super or standard; silent.

THE WORLD AROUND JOHN
Eothen International

A series of films showing the everyday life of an English schoolboy and his family in London. Titles: Introducing the Family; Having Breakfast; At School (an English Secondary Modern); Dad Goes to Work (a Building Site); Brother Works at the London Docks; At Tea Time; Shopping with Mum; Granny Comes to Dinner, Going by Bus; Going by Train; Visiting Granny's; A Day Out.

8mm film-loop; super or standard; silent.

THE WORLD AROUND YOU
EP Ltd

Building Site; Garage; The Airport; The Bus Station. Wallcharts (the set): £1.50

WRITE A STORY
Slide Centre Ltd

A series of visual story lines which provide the structure for oral or written narrative. Titles: Speakers' Corner; On the Beach; Boy in a French Garden; Demolition; Fete; Accident, etc. Slidefolio (12 slides): £1.50
3. CHILDREN’S MAGAZINES

Children’s magazines that could be read by young learners of English. (This selection is distinct from the Mary Glasgow series of English magazines specifically designed for secondary students.)

IPC Magazines Ltd, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4

Shoot (boys, 9-16 years).
Football Weekly  8p.
World of Wonder (9-16 years). Adventure, legend, histories, sport. 12p.
Donald and Mickey (Walt Disney) weekly (4-7 years). 5p.
Look and Learn weekly. 10p.
Playhour – Hey Diddle Diddle weekly. 6p.
Jack and Jill weekly. 6p.
Whoopee weekly. 5p.
Buster weekly. 4p.

D C Thompson and Co Ltd

Dandy
Beano weekly. 5p.
Beezer
Topper

Model and Allied Publishers Ltd, 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts

TV Comic

Spotlight Publication Ltd, Spotlight House, 1 Benewell Road, London N7

Pop Swap weekly. 6p.
Record Mirror weekly. Pop news, music. 7p.

RSPCA, The Causeway, Horsham, Sussex RH12 1HG

Animal Ways monthly. 3p.

TV Times, 247 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.

Junior TV Times: Look In weekly. 5p.
4. AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS ON BRITISH LIFE AND INSTITUTIONS

This list recognises 2 categories of cultural background or civilisation material. The first comprises essentially decorative background visuals, at primary and secondary school level, which provide a pictorial context for language-learning and function as a referent for the cultural content of dialogues, comprehension texts, etc. This category of visual aids is also served by Section 5.

The second category of cultural background material comprises actual teaching or study materials (eg. Britain Today; Viewpoints) where English is learnt through a topic-based study of contemporary British society. Advanced students who are using authentic documents about Britain will also be served by Section 4.

The rather diffuse motivation of adult students, who are possibly travel-oriented, would also be boosted by enjoyable background material which is also informational and documentary.

A third category of background material which Section 4 does not include is the type of realia (tourist maps, menus, newspapers, postcards) which can make up information packs for individual project assignments. Regional tourist boards, travel agencies and the other agencies listed in Section 8 represent sources of such materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agriculture in Britain Today</th>
<th>EP Ltd</th>
<th>Wallchart:</th>
<th>£0.30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Around London With Dickens</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (black and white; coloured):</td>
<td>£2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Birth of a British Law</td>
<td>Pictorial Charts Educational Trust</td>
<td>Wallchart (30&quot; x 40&quot;):</td>
<td>£0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The British Constitution</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Wallchart, set of 3 (25&quot; x 37½&quot;):</td>
<td>£1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Industry</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Wallcharts: The set:</td>
<td>£0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depicts the structure of a British company and the achievements of British industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles Outline Map</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>30&quot; x 40&quot; (metal-rimmed):</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large scale with a treated surface that can be drawn or written on.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britain Today</td>
<td>Musman, R</td>
<td>Book:</td>
<td>£0.80p; Tapes (2): £7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longman</td>
<td>A background book which critically examines, at an adult level, the lives and attitudes of British people, discussing the prejudices and traditions which are a deep part of national life.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second category of cultural background material comprises actual teaching or study materials (eg. Britain Today; Viewpoints) where English is learnt through a topic-based study of contemporary British society. Advanced students who are using authentic documents about Britain will also be served by Section 4.

The rather diffuse motivation of adult students, who are possibly travel-oriented, would also be boosted by enjoyable background material which is also informational and documentary.

A third category of background material which Section 4 does not include is the type of realia (tourist maps, menus, newspapers, postcards) which can make up information packs for individual project assignments. Regional tourist boards, travel agencies and the other agencies listed in Section 8 represent sources of such materials.

---

**Agriculture in Britain Today**  
EP Ltd  
Wallchart: £0.30

**Around London With Dickens**  
EP Ltd  
Filmstrip (black and white; coloured): £2.10

**The Birth of a British Law**  
Pictorial Charts Educational Trust  
Wallchart (30" x 40")£0.70

**The British Constitution**  
EP Ltd  
Wallchart, set of 3 (25" x 37½"): £1.40

**British Industry**  
EP Ltd  
Wallcharts: The set: £0.30  
Depicts the structure of a British company and the achievements of British industry

**British Isles Outline Map**  
EP Ltd  
30" x 40" (metal-rimmed): £1.00  
Large scale with a treated surface that can be drawn or written on.

**Britain Today**  
Musman, R  
Longman  
Book: £0.80p; Tapes (2): £7.00  
A background book which critically examines, at an adult level, the lives and attitudes of British people, discussing the prejudices and traditions which are a deep part of national life.
The Changing Face of the London Region
EP Ltd
Parts 1 and 2: 2 filmstrips (black and white): £1.30 each

The Development of Agriculture in the United Kingdom
EP Ltd
Wallchart (25" x 27½"): £0.30

Dictionary of London
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white):
 Showing the streets and buildings of the City of London, their
 formation and growth and the origin and derivation of their place-names.

Education
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white):

Election and Parliament
EP Ltd
Wallcharts (set of 2: 25" x 37½"): The set:

The Elizabethan Dream
EP Ltd
2 d/f filmstrips, 1 record (12" LP) and notes:
An impressionistic view of England during the reign of Elizabeth I,
presenting paintings, portraits, costumes, jewellery, manuscripts,
musical instruments and personal articles, Elizabethan verse and music

English Architecture
Pictorial Charts Educational Trust
Wallcharts:
English Romanesque, Gothic, Tudor and Stuart architecture
£0.70 each

English Architecture
Audio-Visual Productions
Filmstrip d/f, coloured: £5.00; slides: £10.53
From Stonehenge to Centre Point; presenting both ecclesiastical and secular
buildings

English Architecture
Slide Centre Ltd
Many titles, presenting studies of style in key buildings in the development
of English architecture. This company offers possibly the widest slide and
filmstrip coverage of English arts and crafts.

English Architecture
Visual Publications
D/f, black and white; filmstrips:
For each period, work or architect is examined not only in relation
to England but also as part of a wider tradition. (Nine titles.)
£1.50 each

English Mediaeval Architecture
EP Ltd
2 slides (coloured):
£1.60
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Development of Agriculture in the United Kingdom</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Wallchart (25&quot; x 27½&quot;):</td>
<td>£0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary of London</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (black and white): Showing the streets and buildings of the City of London, their formation and growth and the origin and derivation of their place-names.</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (black and white):</td>
<td>£1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election and Parliament</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Wallcharts (set of 2: 25&quot; x 37½&quot;): The set:</td>
<td>£0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Elizabethan Dream</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>2 d/f filmstrips, 1 record (12&quot; LP) and notes: An impressionistic view of England during the reign of Elizabeth I, presenting paintings, portraits, costumes, jewellery, manuscripts, musical instruments and personal articles, Elizabethan verse and music</td>
<td>£5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Architecture</td>
<td>Pictorial Charts Educational Trust</td>
<td>Wallcharts: English Romanesque, Gothic, Tudor and Stuart architecture</td>
<td>£0.70 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Architecture</td>
<td>Audio-Visual Productions</td>
<td>Filmstrip d/f, coloured: £5.00; slides: £10.53 From Stonehenge to Centre Point; presenting both ecclesiastical and secular buildings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Architecture</td>
<td>Slide Centre Ltd</td>
<td>Many titles, presenting studies of style in key buildings in the development of English architecture. This company offers possibly the widest slide and filmstrip coverage of English arts and crafts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Architecture</td>
<td>Visual Publications</td>
<td>D/f, black and white; filmstrips: For each period, work or architect is examined not only in relation to England but also as part of a wider tradition. (Nine titles.)</td>
<td>£1.50 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Mediæval Architecture</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>12 slides (coloured):</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
English Popular Art
EP Ltd
Filmstrip d/f, (coloured): £2.70

Everyday Life in London
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured): £2.10

Exploring London
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured): £2.10

Farming in Britain
EP Ltd
12 slides (coloured): £1.60

The Growth of British Trade Unions
Pictorial Charts Educational Trust
Wallchart (30" x 40"): £0.70

Heavy Industry in Great Britain
EP Ltd
12 slides (coloured): £1.60

Henry Moore Looks at his work with Philip James
Visual Publications
2 d/f filmstrips, 2 records (12" LP) with booklet: £8.40
Henry Moore expresses his own feelings about his life and work

The History and Treasures of Westminster Abbey
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white): £1.15

The History of British Pottery
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured): £1.90

History of London and its People
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white): £1.30

The Inns of Court
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white): £1.15

Industrial Relations Act
EP Ltd
2 wallcharts (25" x 37½"): £1.00

Issues of Today
Times Newspapers Ltd
Wallcharts: £0.35 each
Common Market; Industrial Relations; Inflation; Race in Britain
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Everyday Life in London</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (coloured)</td>
<td>£2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring London</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (coloured)</td>
<td>£2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming in Britain</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>12 slides (coloured)</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Growth of British Trade Unions</td>
<td>Pictorial Charts Educational Trust</td>
<td>Wallchart (30&quot; x 40&quot;):</td>
<td>£0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Industry in Great Britain</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>12 slides (coloured)</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Moore Looks at his work with Philip James</td>
<td>Visual Publications</td>
<td>2 d/f filmstrips, 2 records (12&quot; LP) with booklet:</td>
<td>£8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The History and Treasures of Westminster Abbey</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (black and white):</td>
<td>£1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The History of British Pottery</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (coloured):</td>
<td>£1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of London and its People</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (black and white):</td>
<td>£1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Inns of Court</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>Filmstrip (black and white):</td>
<td>£1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Relations Act</td>
<td>EP Ltd</td>
<td>2 wallcharts (25&quot; x 37½&quot;):</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues of Today</td>
<td>Times Newspapers Ltd</td>
<td>Wallcharts:</td>
<td>£0.35 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Common Market; Industrial Relations; Inflation; Race in Britain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kings and Queens
Times Newspapers Ltd
Wallchart:
£1.10

The Law of Great Britain
EP Ltd
4 wallcharts (25" x 37½"):
£1.50

A Look at English Law
Visual Publications
Filmstrip, d/f, lecture notes:
£2.00
A general view of the origins and historical development of English Law to the present day. The Establishment of Law; The Development of the Law; The Last 100 Years to the Present Day

Modern Britain
Student Recordings
Filmstrip (coloured):
£2.25
A broad sketch of the fast-changing social and industrial scene in Britain during the first half of the twentieth century

Movement of British Art: 1880-1930
EP Ltd
20 slides:
£3.00

Regional Geography of Great Britain Series
Longman
Filmstrips (coloured s/f): £2.40 each; slide sets: £3.20 each
This series offers an extensive and informative photographic survey of the UK. The slides and filmstrips are intended to reveal the human and cultural dimensions of a region as well as its geographical features. Titles: Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Industrial Area; South-East England; Dartmoor; The Fens; Greater London; Merseyside: A Study of a Port; The Industrial West Midlands; Coalmining: A Midland Colliery; The Potteries; South Lancashire; The Steel Industry; Upper Thames Basin; North and Central Wales; Industrial South Wales; The Welsh Borderland; Life in the Hebrides; Northern Ireland; Physical Background and Agriculture; Mixed Farming: a Devon Farm; East Anglia

The Story of Parliament
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured):
£2.10

Some British Accents and Dialects
BBC Enterprises
Disc RESR 28 (price from publisher)

Things to See in the London Museum
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured):
£1.30

Touring London
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured):
£2.90
A visual tour of 43 famous historical landmarks
The Law of Great Britain
EP Ltd
4 wallcharts (25" x 37½"):
£1.50

A Look at English Law
Visual Publications
Filmstrip, d/f, lecture notes:
£2.00
A general view of the origins and historical development of English Law to the present day. The Establishment of Law; The Development of the Law; The Last 100 Years to the Present Day

Modern Britain
Student Recordings
Filmstrip (coloured):
£2.25
A broad sketch of the fast-changing social and industrial scene in Britain during the first half of the twentieth century

Movement of British Art: 1880-1930
EP Ltd
20 slides:
£3.00

Regional Geography of Great Britain Series
Longman
Filmstrips (coloured s/f): £2.40 each; slide sets: £3.20 each
This series offers an extensive and informative photographic survey of the UK. The slides and filmstrips are intended to reveal the human and cultural dimensions of a region as well as its geographical features. Titles: Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Industrial Area; South-East England; Dartmoor; The Fens; Greater London; Merseyside: A Study of a Port; The Industrial West Midlands; Coalmining: A Midland Colliery; The Potteries; South Lancashire; The Steel Industry; Upper Thames Basin; North and Central Wales; Industrial South Wales; The Welsh Borderland; Life in the Hebrides; Northern Ireland; Physical Background and Agriculture; Mixed Farming: a Devon Farm; East Anglia

The Story of Parliament
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured):
£2.10

Some British Accents and Dialects
BBC Enterprises
Disc RESR 28 (price from publisher)

Things to See in the London Museum
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured):
£1.30

Touring London
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured):
£2.90
A visual tour of 43 famous historical landmarks
This is GB
Mary Glasgow

A multi-media kit comprising student readers, colour filmstrips on slides, recorded tape and teachers' notes. Titles: Life with the Family; Life at School; Scottish Life; Welsh Life; An English Holiday; Special Occasions; A Weekend in London; Life In a Village; English Food Is Good!; Festivals and Fairs

Tower of London and London Bridge
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured):
A dual filmstrip showing 2 of London's most familiar sights
£2.90

Trades Union Congress
EP Ltd
2 wallcharts:
£0.30

Twentieth-Century Britain
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white): Parts 1, 2 and 3.
£1.30 each

Twentieth-Century: Its origins and Growth: 1: Britain
Visual Publications
6 filmstrips, with lecture notes, introduction and reading list:
£12.80
A series of imaginative photographs of the British environment, designed to arouse and extend the environmental awareness of school children whilst being highly informative at the same time. Titles: Small Beginnings; National Growth; A Conscious Effort; Backyard Environments; Garden Environments; Tomorrow is Today

Victoria and Albert Museum
The National Gallery
EP Ltd
2 filmstrips (black and white):
£1.15 each

Viewpoints: Interviews for Listening Practice
Robert O'Neill and Roger Scott
Book: £0.80p; tape: £6.00; cassette: £4.00
Oxford University Press
An introduction to contemporary Britain, designed for intermediate students. It provides a variety of comprehension passages, including recorded unscripted interviews.

Your Parliament
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white):
£1.30
Produced in collaboration with the Hansard Society

A bibliography (B26) entitled: Britain and the British: A Select List of Books for the Overseas Student of English is available on request from the English-Teaching Information Centre (British Council, London).
Tower of London and London Bridge
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (coloured): £2.90
A dual filmstrip showing 2 of London's most familiar sights

Trades Union Congress
EP Ltd
2 wallcharts: £0.30

Twentieth-Century Britain
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white): Parts 1, 2 and 3. £1.30 each

Twentieth-Century: Its origins and Growth: 1: Britain
Visual Publications
6 filmstrips, with lecture notes, introduction and reading list: £12.80
A series of imaginative photographs of the British environment, designed to arouse and extend the environmental awareness of school children whilst being highly informative at the same time. Titles: Small Beginnings; National Growth; A Conscious Effort; Backyard Environments; Garden Environments; Tomorrow is Today

Victoria and Albert Museum
The National Gallery
EP Ltd
2 filmstrips (black and white): £1.15 each

Viewpoints: Interviews for Listening Practice
Robert O'Neill and Roger Scott
Book: £0.80; tape: £6.00; cassette: £4.00
Oxford University Press
An introduction to contemporary Britain, designed for intermediate students. It provides a variety of comprehension passages, including recorded unscripted interviews.

Your Parliament
EP Ltd
Filmstrip (black and white): £1.30
Produced in collaboration with the Hansard Society

A bibliography (B26) entitled: Britain and the British: A Select List of Books for the Overseas Student of English is available on request from the English-Teaching Information Centre (British Council, London).
5. A SELECT LIST OF CATALOGUES OF RESOURCE MATERIALS

British Trades Alphabet
A journal of educational projects. This magazine is issued in September, annually, and is available free from Alpha House, Main Street, East Ardsley, Wakefield, Yorks

Catalogue of 8mm Cassette Loop Films (2nd edition, 1967)
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.

Catalogue of Tape Recordings
The British Council
The tapes listed in this catalogue are not for sale but may be borrowed from the British Council, Recorded Sound Section, 65 Davies Street, London W1Y 2AA. Tapes are indexed under: Literature; The Theatre; Film; Fine Arts; Ballet; Music; Libraries and Institutions; About Britain; Law; Records and Recording; Tapes in Spanish; Contemporary Poets (reading their own works and being interviewed)

Catalogue of Wallcharts
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.
A combined list of wallcharts suitable for use in schools, colleges and industrial training.

Films for General Studies (1971)
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.
Compiled by the association for Liberal Education and edited by John Thole, this publication is intended as a guide to some of the many hundreds of 16mm films available for hire from film-libraries in the UK that might be of use in General Studies courses. (1973 Supplement: £0.75)

Gramophone
Spoken Word and Miscellaneous Catalogue. General Gramophone Publications Ltd, 177-179 Kenton Road, Kenton, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 OHA

National Catalogues of Films, Filmstrips, Slides, Overhead Projector Transparencies, Wallsheets and Recordings
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids
This catalogue, published in 10 parts provides one comprehensive list of all the projected visuals suitable for classroom use with children of all ages. The parts of the National Catalogue contain the following subjects: 1. Religious Education, English, Modern Languages. 2. History, Social History, Social Studies. 3. Economics, General, Physical and Economic Geography. 4. (i) Regional Geography: General and Europe. (ii) Regional Geography II: The Americas, Africa, Asia, Australasia. 5. Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry. 6. (i) Palaeontology, Biology, Botany, Zoology. (ii) Human Biology, Hygiene and Health, Teacher Education. 7. Engineering and Technology, Agriculture, Business Studies. 8. Arts and Crafts, Domestic Science, Sport

Records and Tapes for Education
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.
A combined list of records and tapes for possible use in education at all levels.

Spoken Word
Argo Record Co Ltd, 113 Fulham Road, London SW3
A catalogue of recordings of English poetry, drama and other literature
A journal of educational projects. This magazine is issued in September, annually, and is available free from Alpha House, Main Street, East Ardsley, Wakefield, Yorks.

Catalogue of 8mm Cassette Loop Films (2nd edition, 1967)
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.

Catalogue of Tape Recordings
The British Council
The tapes listed in this catalogue are not for sale but may be borrowed from the British Council, Recorded Sound Section, 65 Davies Street, London W1Y 2AA. Tapes are indexed under: Literature; The Theatre; Film; Fine Arts; Ballet; Music; Libraries and Institutions; About Britain; Law; Records and Recording; Tapes in Spanish; Contemporary Poets (reading their own works and being interviewed).

Catalogue of Wallcharts
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.

Films for General Studies (1971)
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.
Compiled by the association for Liberal Education and edited by John Thole, this publication is intended as a guide to some of the many hundreds of 16mm films available for hire from film-libraries in the UK that might be of use in General Studies courses. (1973 Supplement: £0.75)

Gramophone
Spoken Word and Miscellaneous Catalogue. General Gramophone Publications Ltd, 177-179 Kenton Road, Kenton, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 OHA

National Catalogues of Films, Filmstrips, Slides, Overhead Projector Transparencies, Wallsheets and Recordings
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.

Records and Tapes for Education
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids.
A combined list of records and tapes for possible use in education at all levels.

Spoken Word
Argo Record Co Ltd, 113 Fulham Road, London SW3
A catalogue of recordings of English poetry, drama and other literature.
Studytapes Ltd
3 High Street, Haslemere, Surrey
This firm produced studypacks consisting of an audio-cassette and book on literature topics and set texts for 'O' level students. Catalogue available on request.

Treasure Chest for Teachers
Schoolmaster Publishing Co, Derbyshire House, St Chads Street, London WC1
An invaluable compendium of publishers and producers of educational materials in Britain and of sources of information and assistance for teachers.

VENISS
(Visual Education National Information Service for Schools)
Educational Foundation for Visual Aids
Guides to filmstrips on: 1. Civics and Current Affairs. 2. Commercial Subjects. 3. English Life and Literature.
6. A SELECT LIST OF BOOKS ON METHODS OF PRODUCING AND USING AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS IN LANGUAGE TEACHING

Borwick, J. The Emitape Guide to Better Recording. EMI Tape Ltd
Derrick, J. Teaching English to Immigrants. Longman
Kent, G. Blackboard to Computer. Ward Lock Educational
Leggat, R. Showing Off; or, Display Techniques for the Teacher. Educational Foundation for Visual Aids
Powell, L.S. A Guide for the Use of Visual Aids. BACIE
Powell, L.S. A Guide to the Overhead Projector. BACIE
Wright, A. Designing Audio-Visual Aids. Studio Vista
Wright, A. Visual Materials for the Language Teacher. Longman
Young, J.B. Reprographic Principles Made Easy. Educational Foundation for Visual Aids

The following literature is available on request from the English Teaching Information Centre (British Council, London):

2. B14. Language games, rhymes and songs for students of English
3. Drama for learners of English as a foreign language
4. Information Guide No. 3. Recorded Materials for teaching English
5. Information Guide No. 2. English for Special Purposes
7. A GUIDE TO MATERIALS FOR MAKING VISUAL AIDS

GENERAL

Admel. Edge binding tape. In rolls ¾" x 36 yards, 3 colours. Admel International Ltd.

Bandraftrace. A series of specially prepared maps, charts and diagrams on a varied range of subjects, from which accurate masters for spirit duplicating can be prepared. Simplified to adapt to individual needs. Can be produced in seconds on Bandaflex copier. £2.50 pack, 4 different packs to choose from. Banda Overhead Projection originals are now produced which serve the dual purpose of being traced as Bandatrace and being converted into Overhead Projector transparencies. Block & Anderson Ltd

Blick Dry Print. Rub-down instant lettering in handy sheets. Available in a variety of type styles, capitals, lower case numerals and in italics. Price £0.16 per sheet. Leaflets available. PB Educational Supplies Ltd

Complete Kit for Printing. Suitable for printing up to 20" x 18", including hinged equipment with 8XX silk, squeegee, pints of ink in 6 colours, 12 sheets Profilm, 96 page 'beginner's guide', etc, £24.13 Selectasine Silk Screens Ltd

Cut Stencils in Packets. Packets of letters, figures and various designs, inc. flowers, fruit, ships and animals. Reeves & Sons Ltd

Filmolux. Self-adhesive film, available either clear or coloured transparencies, in varying widths, 12 colours but only available in widths of 48cm. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Graforel Instant. Letters and figures in self-adhesive PVC in black and white, upper and lower case. Available in sets of 105 characters, or with 20 or 10 of the same character, depending on the size ordered. 3 styles, sizes from ¾" to 4". London Industrial Art Ltd

Graforel. Cork letters with gummed backs. Can be coloured with most kinds of paint. Stock letters are available in sizes from 3/16" to 4". Larger sizes up to 3', signs, symbols and types obtainable at a few days' notice. Also magnetic letters and backgrounds, perspex letters, letters cut from expanding polystyrene. London Industrial Art Ltd

Instant Lettering. Leading dry transfer lettering system with over 180 typefaces. Reproduces with great clarity and definition when enlarged photographically or when used in the preparation of artwork for letterpress, litho and silk screen printing. Sheets 10" x 15": £0.50 Letraset Ltd. Manulett magnetic letters for changeable displays and notices.

Pintype. Moulded plastic letters with pins suitable for cork and soft boards. Available in white, red and black, 2 type-styles, also figures and punctuation, in six sizes. Gilt letters without pins to be used with adhesive. Pintype & Moulded Letter Company

Project-a-type. Translucent coloured lettering for use on overhead projection transparencies. Red, blue, green, yellow available. Letraset Ltd

Rivi Self-Adhesive Lettering. Shrink-resistant, waterproof, stick to almost any surface. Ten sizes from ¾" to 7" in black, white, blue or red. Two type-faces in capitals, lower case and numerals. Also signs, arrows and international symbols, special items supplied to order. Sold individually or in sheets. Morol Ltd

Visu-Colour for the production of overhead projection transparencies. Adhesive transparent colour sheets size 25 x 35 cm. Colours available: blue, green, yellow and red at £0.42 per sheet. Rexel Ltd
Admel. Edge binding tape. In rolls ½" x 36 yards, 3 colours. Admel International Ltd.

Bandatrace. A series of specially prepared maps, charts and diagrams on a varied range of subjects, from which accurate masters for spirit duplicating can be prepared. Simplified to adapt to individual needs. Can be produced in seconds on Bandaflex copier. £2.50 pack, 4 different packs to choose from. Banda Overhead Projection originals are now produced which serve the dual purpose of being traced as Bandatrace and being converted into Overhead Projector transparencies. Block & Anderson Ltd

Blick Dry Print. Rub-down instant lettering in handy sheets. Available in a variety of type styles, capitals, lower case. numerals and in ita. Price £0.16½ per sheet. Leaflets available. PB Educational Supplies Ltd

Complete Kit for Printing. Suitable for printing up to 20" x 18", including hinged equipment with 8XX silk, squeegee, pints of ink in 6 colours, 12 sheets Profilm, 96 page 'beginners' guide', etc, £24.13 Selectasine Silk Screens Ltd

Cut Stencils in Packets. Packets of letters, figures and various designs, inc. flowers, fruit, ships and animals. Reeves & Sons Ltd

Filmolux. Self-adhesive film, available either clear or coloured transparencies, in varying widths, 12 colours but only available in widths of 48cm. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Graforel Instant. Letters and figures in self-adhesive PVC in black and white, upper and lower case. Available in sets of 105 characters, or with 20 or 10 of the same character, depending on the size ordered. 3 styles, sizes from ¼" to 4". London Industrial Art Ltd

Graforel. Cork letters with gummed backs. Can be coloured with most kinds of paint. Stock letters are available in sizes from 3/16" to 4". Larger sizes up to 3', signs, symbols and types obtainable at a few days' notice. Also magnetic letters and backgrounds, perspex letters, letters cut from expanding polystyrene. London Industrial Art Ltd

Instant Lettering. Leading dry transfer lettering system with over 180 typefaces. Reproduces with great clarity and definition when enlarged photographically or when used in the preparation of artwork for letterpress, litho and silk screen printing. Sheets 10" x 15": £0.50 Letraset Ltd. Manulett magnetic letters for changeable displays and notices.

Pintype. Moulded plastic letters with pins suitable for cork and soft boards. Available in white, red and black, 2 type-styles, also figures and punctuation, in six sizes. Gilt letters without pins to be used with adhesive. Pintype & Moulded Letter Company

Project-a-type. Translucent coloured lettering for use on overhead projection transparencies. Red blue, green, yellow available. Letraset Ltd

Rivi Self-Adhesive Lettering. Shrink-resistant, waterproof, stick to almost any surface. Ten sizes from ¼" to 7" in black, white, blue or red. Two type-faces in capitals, lower case and numerals. Also signs, arrows and international symbols, special items supplied to order. Sold individually or in sheets. Morol Ltd

Visu-Colour for the production of overhead projection transparencies. Adhesive transparent colour sheets size 25 x 35 cm. Colours available: blue, green, yellow and red at £0.42 per sheet. Rexel Ltd
White Boards. 25" x 20" available in postcard, thin, medium, thick or rigid quality from £0.48 per dozen to £0.84 per dozen. James Galt and Co Ltd

FLANNELGRAPHS

Background Screens. Fitted with wooden runners top and bottom and cords for hanging. Green or black, 36" x 54" for general use, £3.00 each. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Freework Card Tracing Shapes. Wild animals; Domestic animals and birds; Means of travel; Tree leaves; Our toys; and Our pets, £0.36 + 7p pt per set. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Combined Plastic/Flannelgraph Board. Lightweight 36" x 24" board faced one side with Plastigraph and flannelgraph surface on the reverse: £2.60. Matthews, Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

The 54-Set of Laminated Card Tracing Shapes. Formal designs and shapes based on a 3" square. A 55 2. £0.29 per set. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Flock-felted Art Board. In black or white 11" x 9" £0.09 per sheet. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Flocking Powder and Sprayer. White, 1 lb £0.80. Sprayer with removable nozzle for easy loading £0.10 each. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Fuzzy-Felt Outfits. Picture making with shaped coloured felt pieces on a flocked board. 19 different subjects at £0.52 each. Allan Industries Ltd

Milk Filter Cloth. White only 36" wide at £0.30 per yard. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Petal and Leaf Shapes. Felt, assorted shapes, colours and sizes. £0.14. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Plain Sheets. Seven colours, 20" x 30" £0.25 per sheet. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Plywood Templates. Two sets, domestic animals and birds and wild animals and birds. (20 in each set): £1.10 + 22p tax per set. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Shelbourne Flannelgraph Paper. Seven colours, ready-backed for flannelgraphs. Sheets, 20" x 30" £0.25 per sheet. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

HOOK AND LOOP DISPLAY BOARDS

'Bealew' Multi Purpose Display Board. A single board providing numerous combinations of display surfaces. One side has a green magnet chalk board surface while the reverse side has a green nylon surface for use with hook and loop materials. A further three surfaces, one Plastigraph, one Flannelgraph and one white plastic, are held in position on a top bar and the board is made with a letter box slot enabling any combination of these to be posted to either side of the board. Price 3' x 24' £18.50; 4' x 3' £29.50. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Magna-Cel Multi-Purpose Display Boards. Consists of two laminates, one ferrous, one plastic. Can be a writing surface for wax pencils, high gloss plastic surface using Cellograph display components, etc to use with magnetised display components. £1.80 3 different styles. Combined set of 3 boards £4.80. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Teazlegraph Backboards. Teazlegraph fabric backed with hardboard and framed in plastic, in deep blue, 36" x 24" £4.85 each. E J Arnold & Son Ltd
Freework Card Tracing Shapes. Wild animals; Domestic animals and birds; Means of travel; Tree leaves; Our toys; and Our pets, £0.36 + 7p pt per set. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Combined Plastic/Flannelgraph Board. Lightweight 36" x 24" board faced one side with Plastigraph and flannelgraph surface on the reverse: £2.60 Matthew, Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

The 54-Set of Laminated Card Tracing Shapes. Formal designs and shapes based on a 3". A 55 2. £0.29 per set. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Flock-felted Art Board. In black or white 11" x 9" £0.09 per sheet. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Flocking Powder and Sprayer. White, 1 lb £0.80. Sprayer with removable nozzie for easy loading £0.10 each. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Fuzzy-Felt Outfits. Picture making with shaped coloured felt pieces on a flocked board. 19 different subjects at £0.52 each. Allan Industries Ltd

Milk Filter Cloth. White only 36" wide at £0.30 per yard. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Petal and Leaf Shapes. Felt, assorted shapes, colours and sizes. £0.14 E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Plain Sheets. Seven colours, 20" x 30" £0.25 per sheet. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Plywood Templates. Two sets, domestic animals and birds and wild animals and birds. (20 in each set): £1.10 + 22p tax per set. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Shelbourne Flannelgraph Paper. Seven colours, ready-backed for flannelgraphs. Sheets, 20" x 30" £0.25 per sheet. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

HOOK AND LOOP DISPLAY BOARDS

'Bealew' Multi Purpose Display Board. A single board providing numerous combinations of display surfaces. One side has a green magnet chalk board surface while the reverse side has a green nylon surface for use with hook and loop materials. A further three surfaces, one Plastigraph, one Flannelgraph and one white plastic, are held in position on a top bar and the board is made with a letter box slot enabling any combination of these to be posted to either side of the board. Price 3' x 24' £18.50; 4' x 3' £29.50 Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Magna-Cel Multi-Purpose Display Boards. Consists of two laminates, one ferrous, one plastic. Can be a writing surface for wax pencils, high gloss plastic surface using Cellograph display components, etc to use with magnetised display components. £1.80 3 different styles. Combined set of 3 boards £4.80. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Teazlegraph Backboards. Teazlegraph fabric backed with hardboard and framed in plastic, in deep blue, 36" x 24" £4.85 each. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Teazlegraph Squares. For attaching to objects to be displayed on hook and loop boards 6mm square, per pkt of 100: £0.13½; 12mm square, per pkt of 100: £0.40. E J Arnold & Son Ltd

Vitras Display Board. A combination of plastigraph, magnetic and Flannelgraph surfaces in a sturdy framed board available in 2 sizes 36" x 36" £14.75; 48" x 36" £17.50. Matthews Drew and Shelbourne Ltd

MAGNET BOARDS

Rowley Roller/Magnet Board. Writing surface of cartridge paper, 25' x 3' wide and 34" x 29" high, the metal backboard enables the display to be used also as a magnet board. Board, with one roll of paper £21.95 Cartridge paper £0.93 per roll. Matthews, Drew and Shelbourne Ltd

Eclipse Magnetic Strip. 5/16" wide, 11/64" thick, soft pliable plastic. Can be cut, drilled and short lengths butted together. £0.17 per ft, £1.91 for 12' dispenser, 3/4" wide, x 9/64". Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Letters. Diecast letters with permanent magnets inserted, many different styles and sizes, also numbers and signs. Wondersigns Ltd, and Mathews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Magnetic Miniplanners. Small coloured magnetic squares for use for positioned charts, etc. Packed in at-a-glance pack, approximately 100 in each. Also Minishiners, same as above but in bright orange fluorescent. Magiboards Ltd

Magnetic String. Extremely flexible, readily divided. Use on graphs, charts, maps, etc. Also Magnetic Colour Bands - bright coloured strip 150mm x 5mm. Easily cut with scissors, in red, blue, yellow, white or black. Packs of 25 in any one colour. Magiboards Ltd

Magna-Cel Magnetised Display Material. For use with ferrous surfaces etc. Square counters, cut out numerals, arithmetic signs, magnetic string, geometric shapes. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Rubber Magnets. Flexible and magnetic, Planners 15cm squares of .040" thick magnetic rubber sheet bonded to .010" coloured vinyl sheet. The red, white, yellow, blue, green or black surface is suitable for marking by wax pencils, felt pens, transfer letters, etc. Adheres to a steel surface. Tiles are the same size without the coloured vinyl surface, with or without a self-adhesive surface covered by a release paper. Also available: magnetic tape and string, colour bands, notice board magnets, steel display sheets. Magiboards Ltd

Notice Board Magnets. Covered in bright coloured plastic, grey, blue, red and yellow. 75mm long. Packs of 8, 2 of each colour. Magiboards Ltd

PLASTIC DISPLAY BOARDS

Collograph Coloured Display Cards. Each card 20" x 18½" plastic laminated on both sides. Packet of 6 cards assorted colours, S 245-3. £1.10 net. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Collograph Display Figures and Signs. Set of 243 pieces including numerals, animal shapes, arithmetical signs and circles. N 148-4. Per set £1.35 net. Loose 'Collograph' figures, signs and counters also available. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Collograph Transparent Retaining Sheets. 4 pieces each of plastic 11" x 9" and 9" x 6" 214-7-3. Per packet £0.48 net. Philip & Tacey Ltd
Vitras Display Board. A combination of plastigraph, magnetic and Flannelgraph surfaces in a sturdy framed board available in 2 sizes 36" x 36" £14.75; 48" x 36" £17.50.

Matthews Drew and Shelbourne Ltd

MAGNET BOARDS

Bowley Roller/Magnet Board. Writing surface of cartridge paper, 25' x 3' wide and 34" x 29" high, the metal backboard enables the display to be used also as a magnet board. Board, with one roll of paper £21.95 Cartridge paper £0.93 per roll.

Matthews, Drew and Shelbourne Ltd

Eclipse Magnetic Strip. 5/16" wide, 11/64" thick, soft pliable plastic. Can be cut, drilled and short lengths butted together. £0.17 per ft, £1.91 for 12' dispenser, 3/4" wide, x 9/64".

Matthews, Drew and Shelbourne Ltd

Letters. Diecast letters with permanent magnets inserted, many different styles and sizes, also numbers and signs. Wondersigns Ltd, and Mathews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Magnetic Miniplanners. Small coloured magnetic squares for use for positioned charts, etc. Packed in at-a-glance pack, approximately 100 in each. Also Minishiners, same as above but in bright orange fluorescent.

Magiboards Ltd

Magnetic String. Extremely flexible, readily divided. Use on graphs, charts, maps, etc. Also Magnetic Colour Bands - bright coloured strip 150mm x 5mm. Easily cut with scissors, in red, blue, yellow, white or black. Packs of 25 in any one colour.

Magiboards Ltd

Magna-Cel Magnetised Display Material. For use with ferrous surfaces etc. Square counters, cut out numerals, arithmetic signs, magnetic string, geometric shapes.

Philip & Tacey Ltd

Rubber Magnets. Flexible and magnetic, Planners 15cm squares of .040" thick magnetic rubber sheet bonded to .010" coloured vinyl sheet. The red, white, yellow, blue, green or black surface is suitable for marking by wax pencils, felt pens, transfer letters, etc. Adheres to a steel surface. Tiles are the same size without the coloured vinyl surface, with or without a self-adhesive surface covered by a release paper. Also available: magnetic tape and string, colour bands, noticeboard magnets, steel display sheets.

Magiboards Ltd

Notice Board Magnets. Covered in bright coloured plastic, grey, blue, red and yellow. 75mm long. Packs of 8, 2 of each colour.

Magiboards Ltd

PLASTIC DISPLAY BOARDS

Cellograph Coloured Display Cards. Each card 20" x 18½" plastic laminated on both sides. Packet of 6 cards assorted colours, S 245-3. £1.10 net.

Philip & Tacey Ltd

Cellograph Display Figures and Signs. Set of 243 pieces including numerals, animal shapes, arithmetical signs and circles. N 148-4. Per set £1.35 net. Loose 'Cellograph' figures, signs and counters also available.

Philip & Tacey Ltd

Cellograph Transparent Retaining Sheets. 4 pieces each of plastic 11" x 9" and 9" x 6" 214-7-3. Per packet £0.48 net.
PVC Sheets. Various sizes and colours, 3 thicknesses and varying prices. Sheet 50" x 26" in middle thickness, £0.62 Matthews Drew and Shelbourne Ltd

Plastigraph. Trial packet containing 8 sheets 10" x 5" in assorted colours, full instructions given, £0.38. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Self-Ad Plastic Sheets. Outfit of 5 sheets, 12" x 9" one each red, yellow, green, blue and black, 214-6. Per packet £0.48 net. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Self-Ad Plastic Symbols. 180 assorted pieces, self-adhering coloured symbols for use on any smooth plastic or glazed surface. Squares, circles, triangles and strips are provided. 214-3. Per set £0.56 + 1½p pt. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Tandem Picture and Text Display Unit. Made of grey plastic, with two transparent pockets 23¾" x 10⅞" one designed to hold a picture, 8" x 8" the other a text card, size 14" x 8". A set of 24 plain white cards to fit the larger pocket is supplied with the unit. R 218. Set of 4 units, £1.90 net. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Timetable and Curriculum Planning Boards. Adaptable system for planning and displaying timetables, custom built for schools, colleges and technical schools. Taskmaster Ltd

Vitrone PVC Sheets. 'Rigid Vinyl', suitable for making plastic display boards, and varying thicknesses, 54" x 24" sheet in thinnest grade, £0.92 plus postage. Stanley Smith & Co

White Plastic Faced Boards. In 3 forms. Wall-Boards, Notice Boards and Framed-Charts. The board used is 3-ply. In varying sizes and prices. PIB (Publicity) Ltd

SOUND-EFFECTS

BBC Sound-Effects. Probably the most comprehensive series of LP discs for sound-effects. BBC Radio Enterprises, London SE99

Sound-Effects: for audio tape production. E J Arnold. 7" EP £0.39 each. Sixteen discs of: street noises; farmyard effects; jungle noises; sea effects; traffic effects.

WALL BOARDS AND FITTINGS

Alphapeg and Numapeg. 4 colours, letters and numbers from 1" to 1½". 1" characters, £0.18 per doz, 1½" £0.30 doz. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Fittings. Wide range of metal fittings for all kinds of displays on pegboard. M Myers & Son Ltd

Insulating Board. Various thicknesses can be used as lightweight pin-up board. From £0.32 per sq metre. Further information from the Fibre Building Board Development Organisation Ltd

Medium Board. Various thicknesses. From £0.60 per sq metre. Medium board specially manufactured for pin-up boards are available. Further information from Fibre Building Board Development Organisation Ltd

New Pilot Wytebord. Enamel surface on metal. Scratch Resistant. Size 35¾" x 71" £32.25; 35½" x 47½" £25.30, and size 23¾" x 35½" at £15.30. Special refillable markers in black, red, blue, green, brown and orange at £0.17 each, refills at £0.30 per drum of 3. Erasers with cloth cleaning surface at £0.71 each; refills at £0.53 each. Cleaning fluid: £1.26 per can. Also available: magnetic buttons at £1.26 per set of 22 buttons. All prices plus VAT. Pilot Stationers Ltd
Self-Ad Plastic Sheets. Outfit of 5 sheets, 12" x 9" one each red, yellow, green, blue and black, 214-6. Per packet £0.48 net. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Self-Ad Plastic Symbols. 180 assorted pieces, self-adhering coloured symbols for use on any smooth plastic or glazed surface. Squares, circles, triangles and strips are provided. 214-3. Per set £0.56 + 11½p pt. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Tandem Picture and Text Display Unit. Made of grey plastic, with two transparent pockets 23½" x 10½" one designed to hold a picture, 8" x 8" the other a text card, size 14" x 8". A set of 24 plain white cards to fit the larger pocket is supplied with the unit. R 218. Set of 4 units, £1.90 net. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Philips Self-Ad Plastic Symbols. 180 assorted pieces, self-adhering coloured symbols for use on any smooth plastic or glazed surface. Squares, circles, triangles and strips are provided. 214-3. Per set £0.56 + 11½p pt. Philip & Tacey Ltd

Timetable and Curriculum Planning Boards. Adaptable system for planning and displaying timetables, custom built for schools, colleges and technical schools. Taskmaster Ltd

Vitrone PVC Sheets. 'Rigid Vinyl', suitable for making plastic display boards, and varying thicknesses, 54" x 24" sheet in thinnest grade, £0.92 plus postage. Stanley Smith & Co

White Plastic Faced Boards. In 3 forms. Wall-Boards, Notice Boards and Framed-Charts. The board used is 3-ply. In varying sizes and prices. PIB (Publicity) Ltd

SOUND-EFFECTS

BBC Sound-Effects. Probably the most comprehensive series of LP discs for sound-effects. BBC Radio Enterprises, London SE99

Sound-Effects: for audio tape production. E J Arnold. 7" EP £0.39 each. Sixteen discs of: street noises; farmyard effects; jungle noises; sea effects; traffic effects.

WALL BOARDS AND FITTINGS

Alphapeg and Numapeg. 4 colours, letters and numbers from 1" to 1½". 1" characters, £0.18 per doz, 1½" £0.30 doz. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Fittings. Wide range of metal fittings for all kinds of displays on pegboard. M Myers & Son Ltd

Insulating Board. Various thicknesses can be used as lightweight pin-up board. From £0.32 per sq metre. Further information from the Fibre Building Board Development Organisation Ltd

Medium Board. Various thicknesses. From £0.60 per sq metre. Medium board specially manufactured for pin-up boards are available. Further information from Fibre Building Board Development Organisation Ltd

New Pilot Wytebord. Enamel surface on metal. Scratch Resistant. Size 35½" x 71" £32.25; 35½" x 47½" £25.30, and size 23½" x 35½" at £15.30. Special refillable markers in black, red, blue, green, brown and orange at £0.17 each, refills at £0.30 per drum of 3. Erasers with cloth cleaning surface at £0.71 each; refills at £0.53 each. Cleaning fluid: £1.26 per can. Also available: magnetic buttons at £1.26 per set of 22 buttons. All prices plus VAT. Pilot Stationers Ltd
Plastic-Faced Hardboard. Melamine 3.2mm thick. Further information from the Fibre Building Board Development Organisation Ltd

Poster Pegs. 3/8" diameter drawing pins for pegboard, £0.30 per bag of 50. Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd

Standard Hardboard. In 5 thicknesses: from £0.25 per sq metre. Further information from the Fibre Building Board Development Organisation Ltd

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADDRESSES

Admel International Ltd  Dacre Works, Brooklands Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Tel: 97-47212

Allan Industries Ltd  Vine Cottage Studios, Farnham Common, Slough, Bucks. Tel: 369-3933

Arnold, E J & Son Ltd  Butterley Street, Leeds, LS10 1AX. Tel: 053 35541


Fibre Building Board Development Organisation Ltd  Buckingham House, 6-7 Buckingham Street, London WC2. Tel: 01-839 1122

Galt, James & Co Ltd  Brookfield Road, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 2PN. Tel: 061-428 8511

Letraset Ltd  St George's House, 195/203 Waterloo Road, London SE1. Tel: WAT 1401

London Industrial Art Ltd  51 Lisson Grove, London NW1. Tel: 01-723 3231

Magiboards Ltd  153 Clapham High Street, London SW4

Matthews Drew & Shelbourne Ltd  78 High Holborn, London WC1. Tel: 01-242 6631

Moroi Ltd  Northumberland House, Gresham Road, Staines, Middlesex. Tel: Staines 51985/7

Myers, M & Son Ltd  PO Box 16, Oldbury, Warley, Worcestershire. Tel: 021-552 1302

PB Educational Supplies Ltd  (Education Division of the Royal Sovereign Group of Companies), Britannia House, 100 Drayton Park, London N5

Philip & Tacey Ltd  North Way, Andover, Hants

Pilot Stationers Ltd  Mallow Street, London EC1

Pintype & Moulded Letter Co  51 Lisson Grove, London NW1. Tel: 01-723 3231

Pip (Publicity) Ltd  Imperial House, Little Newton Street, Manchester 4.

Reeves & Sons Ltd  Lincoln Road, Enfield, Middlesex. Tel: 01-804 2431

Rexel Ltd  Gatehouse Road, Aylesbury, Bucks.

Selectasine Silk Screens Ltd  22 Bulstrode Street, London W1. Tel: WEL 0768

Smith, Stanley & Co  Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex. Tel: 01-560-3931

Taskmaster Ltd  165/167 Clarendon Park Road, Leicester LE2 3AL. Tel: 0533-704286
Standard Hardboard. In 5 thicknesses: from £0.25 per sq metre. Further information from the Fibre Building Board Development Organisation Ltd
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PIP (Publicity) Ltd Imperial House, Little Newton Street, Manchester 4.

Reeves & Sons Ltd Lincoln Road, Enfield, Middlesex. Tel: 01-804 2431

Rexel Ltd Gatehouse Road, Aylesbury, Bucks.

Selectasine Silk Screens Ltd 22 Bulstrode Street, London W1. Tel: WEL 0768

Smith, Stanley & Co Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex. Tel: 01-560-3931

Taskmaster Ltd 165/167 Clarendon Park Road, Leicester LE2 3AL. Tel: 0533-704286
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Some of the suppliers listed in this section would seem to bear little relationship to English language teaching, especially manufacturers who are promoting their product through 'educational publications'. Although such materials may be topically irrelevant they are a source of visuals for the production of wallcharts, magnet-board and flannel-board figures etc. Other addresses supply pictorial background material. Some of the entries have been included in the hope that they may assist unpredictable and diverse requirements for teaching materials.

Not all suppliers will be prepared to despatch material overseas. It would be wise to enquire about postage costs before requesting material and to demonstrate that you have made appropriate arrangements for payment.


ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURE, 78 Buckingham Gate, London SW1. Farm Study Scheme; sample studies of typical farms in Great Britain and the Commonwealth. Agricultural Advisory Service includes handbooks on Types of Farming in Britain (with coloured map 12" x 9"), Farm visits and bibliography of source material.

ATHENA REPRODUCTIONS LTD, PO Box 13, Bishops Stortford, Herts. Pictures can be seen at 7 viewing galleries in London - 01 437 1339. An attractive range of well produced visual material for general decorative purposes, but mostly very acceptable for educational work. An illustrated catalogue is available.

BANK EDUCATION SERVICE, 10 Lombard Street, London EC3 9AT. Study booklets and visual aids explaining, in simple terms, various aspects of money and banking. Specially designed for use by 14-year-olds and upwards. Visits by speakers also arranged. All services free of charge but only available to full-time teachers.


BOOSEY & HAWKES, MUSIC PUBLISHERS LTD, 295 Regent Street, London W1A 1BR. Instruments of the orchestra, coloured wallcharts, depicting woodwind, brass, percussion and stringed instruments. Yvonne Adair percussion band charts for use with separate piano scores. Illustrated catalogue on request.

BRITISH ATLANTIC COMMITTEE, Benjamin Franklin House, 36 Craven Street, London WC2. Films, literature and lectures on the subject of NATO and the Atlantic Alliance. Apply to the Director.

BRITISH GAS, Home Service Department, 326 High Holborn, London WC1V 7. Many interesting posters on National Gas and aspects of Home Economics.

BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY, 12 Bessborough Gardens, London SW1V 2JJ. Booklets, wallcharts, pictorial material on space research and technology available free from time to time. Films for loan. Details from Secretary, L J Carter.

BRITISH MUSEUM, Publications Department, London WC1B 3D6.

BRITISH RAILWAYS, Publicity Officer, Public Relations Officer, Western Region, 14 Bishopsbridge Road, London W2. Travel and transport posters in a railway context.
irrelevant they are a source of visuals for the production of wall charts, magnetboard and flannel-board figures etc. Other addresses supply pictorial background material. Some of the entries have been included in the hope that they may assist unpredictable and diverse requirements for teaching materials.

Not all suppliers will be prepared to despatch material overseas. It would be wise to enquire about postage costs before requesting material and to demonstrate that you have made appropriate arrangements for payment.


ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURE, 78 Buckingham Gate, London SW1. Farm Study Scheme; sample studies of typical farms in Great Britain and the Commonwealth. Agricultural Advisory Service includes handbooks on Types of Farming in Britain (with coloured map 12" x 9"), Farm visits and bibliography of source material.

ATHENA REPRODUCTIONS LTD, PO Box 13, Bishops Stortford, Herts. Pictures can be seen at 7 viewing galleries in London - 01 437 1339. An attractive range of well produced visual material for general decorative purposes, but mostly very acceptable for educational work. An illustrated catalogue is available.

BANK EDUCATION SERVICE, 10 Lombard Street, London EC3 9AT. Study booklets and visual aids explaining, in simple terms, various aspects of money and banking. Specially designed for use by 14-year-olds and upwards. Visits by speakers also arranged. All services free of charge but only available to full-time teachers.


BOOSEY & HAWKES, MUSIC PUBLISHERS LTD, 295 Regent Street, London W1A 1BR. Instruments of the orchestra, coloured wall charts, depicting woodwind, brass, percussion and stringed instruments. Yvonne Adair percussion band charts for use with separate piano scores. Illustrated catalogue on request.

BRITISH ATLANTIC COMMITTEE, Benjamin Franklin House, 36 Craven Street, London WC2. Films, literature and lectures on the subject of NATO and the Atlantic Alliance. Apply to the Director.

BRITISH GAS, Home Service Department, 326 High Holborn, London WC1V 7. Many interesting posters on National Gas and aspects of Home Economics.

BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY, 12 Bessborough Gardens, London SW1V 2JJ. Booklets, wall charts, pictorial material on space research and technology available free from time to time. Films for loan. Details from Secretary, L J Carter.

BRITISH MUSEUM, Publications Department, London WC1B 3D6.

BRITISH RAILWAYS, Publicity Officer, Public Relations Officer, Western Region, 14 Bishopsbridge Road, London W2. Travel and transport posters in a railway context.
BRITISH TOURIST AUTHORITY, 64 St James Street, London SW1. Photoposters of Britain.

BROOKE BOND OXO EDUCATION SERVICE, Leon House, High Street, Croydon, CR9 1JQ. A variety of booklets, study notes and visual aids about tea, coffee and meat. Full details, order forms etc, available on request.

CENTRAL OFFICE OF INFORMATION, Hercules Road, London SE1 7DU. Photoposters and other photographic material on aspects of Britain are on sale from the Administration and Distribution Section, Photographs Division. Films on many subjects are also available through the Central Film Library, Acton, London W3 7SB.

CHIEF OFFICER OF THE PARKS DEPARTMENT, Greater London Council, County Hall, London SE1 7PB. 'Enjoy Your Parks' series of photoposters.

COMMONWEALTH INSTITUTE, Kensington High Street, London W8. Commonwealth publications (books, booklets, wallcharts, posters, maps etc) on sale. Collections of teaching materials including books, pamphlets, slidesets, filmstrips, recordings etc available from the Library and Resource Centre. Apply to Librarian.

COOPERATIVE UNION LTD, Education Department, Stanford Hall, Loughborough, Leicestershire. Free leaflet 'Cooperative Information for Schools' lists books, charts and other teaching aids on the Cooperative Movement and the addresses from which they may be obtained. Free list of books and teaching aids plus a comprehensive handbook of publications and teaching aids, price £0.17½.


DESIGN COUNCIL, 28 Haymarket, London SW1Y 4SV. Tel. 01-839 8000. The Council was set up to promote by all practicable means the improvement of design in the products of British industry. The Council produces Design Magazine and has a slide lending library and photographic library. Other visual aids include books on design and a catalogue of recommended films and filmstrips. School visits to the Design Centre are welcomed; details from Design Centre Visits Booking Officer.

DUNLOP LTD, Education Section, 10-12 King Street, St James's, London SW1. Free distribution of booklets in Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Apply to Education Section.

DUNN & WILSON LTD, Elmfield Road, Morley, Leeds LS27 ONN. Fine quality charts and maps from many sources. List on request.

EDUCATIONAL GRAPHICS LTD, 43 Camden Passage, London N1 8EB. Publishers of educational charts and stockists of a range of educational material from many sources. Useful full colour catalogues are available.

EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS LTD, East Ardsley, Wakefield, Yorkshire. All forms of educational aids for every age, including filmstrips, film slide-sets, filmloops, Sussex Tapes Series, EP audio tapes, Study kits and folders, workcards, wallcharts and books. Extensive catalogues available on request.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION OFFICE, 20 Kensington Palace Gardens, London W8 4QQ. Tel: 01-727 8090. Display material, photo library, illustrated booklets, maps, reading list, films.
CENTRAL OFFICE OF INFORMATION, Hercules Road, London SE1 7DU. Photoposters and other photographic material on aspects of Britain are on sale from the Administration and Distribution Section, Photographs Division. Films on many subjects are also available through the Central Film Library, Acton, London W3 7SB.

CHIEF OFFICER OF THE PARKS DEPARTMENT, Greater London Council, County Hall, London SE1 7PB. 'Enjoy Your Parks' series of photoposters.

COMMONWEALTH INSTITUTE, Kensington High Street, London W8. Commonwealth publications (books, booklets, wallcharts, posters, maps etc) on sale. Collections of teaching materials including books, pamphlets, slidesets, filmstrips, recordings etc available from the Library and Resource Centre. Apply to Librarian.

COOPERATIVE UNION LTD, Education Department, Stanford Hall, Loughborough, Leicestershire. Free leaflet 'Cooperative Information for Schools' lists books, charts and other teaching aids on the Cooperative Movement and the addresses from which they may be obtained. Free list of books and teaching aids plus a comprehensive handbook of publications and teaching aids, price £0.17½.


DESIGN COUNCIL, 28 Haymarket, London SW1Y 4SV. Tel. 01-839 8000. The Council was set up to promote by all practicable means the improvement of design in the products of British industry. The Council produces Design Magazine and has a slide lending library and photographic library. Other visual aids include books on design and a catalogue of recommended films and filmstrips. School visits to the Design Centre are welcomed; details from Design Centre Visits Booking Officer.

DUNLOP LTD, Education Section, 10-12 King Street, St James's, London SW1. Free distribution of booklets in Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Apply to Education Section.

DUNLOP LTD, Elmfield Road, Morley, Leeds LS27 ONN. Fine quality charts and maps from many sources. List on request.

EDUCATIONAL GRAPHICS LTD, 43 Camden Passage, London N1 8EB. Publishers of educational charts and stockists of a range of educational material from many sources. Useful full colour catalogues are available.

EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS LTD, East Ardsley, Wakefield, Yorkshire. All forms of educational aids for every age, including filmstrips, film slide-sets, filmloops, Sussex Tapes Series, EP audio tapes, Study kits and folders, workcards, wallcharts and books. Extensive catalogues available on request.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION OFFICE, 20 Kensington Palace Gardens, London W8 4QQ. Tel: 01-727 8090. Display material, photo library, illustrated booklets, maps, reading list, films.
FORESTRY COMMISSION, 25 Savile Row, London W1X 2AY. Advice on starting school forests and classroom forestry projects; forest trees for school planting; information on sources of visual aids; free pamphlets; annual residential course for teachers; publications available from HMSO.

GIBBS ORAL HYGIENE SERVICE, Hesketh House, London W1A 1DY. Colourful charts of cartoon animals and people engaged in the care of teeth.

GLC BOOKSHOP, The Country Hall, London SE1 7PB. A range of material on old London and many other interesting items about London.


HEINZ HOME COOKERY SERVICE, Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London NW1 7QP. Tel: 387 9366. Six sets of 6 workcards 7p per set. Flannelgraphs: Nutrition 2' x 3' 43 illustrations: £1.65; Meal Planning 2' x 3' 120 full colour illustrations with matching word titles and meal planning chart: £2.20; Food Shopping (2' x 3') containing complete supermarket layout, items can be taken from shelves and purchased with decimal currency: £2.20. All these flannelgraph prices are inclusive of VAT and inclusive of postage and packing in the UK. Wallcharts: Three Food Preservation Wallcharts (in colour 24" x 36") showing food preservation in (i) early times, (ii) the nineteenth century, (iii) the present day, with teaching notes, price 72p, including postage and packing in UK. Five wallcharts on basic nutrition, yellow and black (18" x 24") representing (i) Proteins, (ii) Carbohydrates, (iii) Vitamins, (iv) Minerals, (v) a basic Summer chart: 60p for the set of five, including postage and packing in the UK. Food Hygiene wallchart in three colours (22¹/" x 35¹/" showing the do's and don'ts of food hygiene. Project Map: The World of Food, a wall map of the world, (6' x 10' for each of three sections), printed in blue and white, with separate 60" x 40" map of UK. Price £1.80. Simple Rules for New Cooks, a basic guide to elementary hygiene, safety, nutrition, methods of cooking and metric measures. Kits for Demonstrators, Demonstrators' Bulletin and Demonstrators' Plan. Demonstrations on request for teachers and demonstrators' courses given by Margaret Alden. Free booklets on request: The Busy Woman's Cook Book; The World of Heinz; How Food is Canned; A Housewife looks at Heinz; 57 Varieties.


JACKDAW PUBLICATIONS LTD, 30 Bedford Square, London WC1B 3EL. Folders containing facsimiles of documents, pictures, maps, newspapers, cartoons and pamphlets which focus on a particular event, person, geographical feature or scientific development. Topics are drawn from general history, history of science, geography, literary history and sport. Explanatory broadsheets accompany the exhibits. More than 140 titles are available priced 80p. There are also more than 30 Jackdaws on Canadian history (£1 each), 6 on American history (£1 each) and 2 French-teaching Jackdaws (choncas) at 80p each. Obtainable from booksellers and school suppliers.

KEEP BRITAIN TIDY GROUP, 86 Strand, London WC2R ODE. Tel: 01-836 6463/4. Posters, literature and films available supporting the Campaign Against Litter and explaining the School Committee scheme. Apply to the Education Secretary.

LONDON COOPERATIVE SOCIETY, Education Department, Coop Centre, 129 Seven Sisters Road, London N7 7QG. Booklets, pamphlets, 'Coop Study Notes', 2 wallcharts, one illustrating the history, structure and development of the trading side of the Society, the other shows in pictorial form aspects of the Education Department's cultural and educational work. Art Education Department promotes a biennial children's 'Let's Make a Film' Festival, shown at the NFT. Also holds an Annual Summer School for young adults.
GIBBS ORAL HYGIENE SERVICE, Hesketh House, London W1A 1DY. Colourful charts of cartoon animals and people engaged in the care of teeth.

GLC BOOKSHOP, The Country Hall, London SE1 7PB. A range of material on old London and many other interesting items about London.


HEINZ HOMECOOKERY SERVICE, Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London NW1 7QP. Tel: 387 9366. Six sets of 6 workcards 7p per set. Flannelgraphs: Nutrition 2' x 3' 43 illustrations: £1.65; Meal Planning 2' x 3' 120 full colour illustrations with matching word titles and meal planning chart: £2.20; Food Shopping (2' x 3') containing complete supermarket layout, items can be taken from shelves and purchased with decimal currency: £2.20. All these flannelgraph prices are inclusive of VAT and inclusive of postage and packing in the UK. Wallcharts: Three Food Preservation Wallcharts (in colour 24" x 36") showing food preservation in (i) early times, (ii) the nineteenth century, (iii) the present day, with teaching notes, price 72p, including postage and packing in UK. Five wallcharts on basic nutrition, yellow and black (18" x 24") representing (i) Proteins, (ii) Carbohydrates, (iii) Vitamins, (iv) Minerals, (v) a basic Summer chart: 60p for the set of five, including postage and packing in the UK. Food Hygiene wallchart in three colours (22½" x 35¼") showing the do's and don'ts of food hygiene. Project Map: The World of Food, a wall map of the world, (5' x 10' for each of three sections), printed in blue and white, with separate 60" x 40" map of UK. Price £1.80. Simple Rules for New Cooks, a basic guide to elementary hygiene, safety, nutrition, methods of cooking and metric measures. Kits for Demonstrators, Demonstrators' Bulletin and Demonstrators' Plan. Demonstrations on request for teachers and demonstrators' courses given by Margaret Alden. Free booklets on request: The Busy Woman's Cook Book; The World of Heinz; How Food is Canned; A Housewife looks at Heinz; 57 Varieties.


JACKDAW PUBLICATIONS LTD, 30 Bedford Square, London WC1B 3EL. Folders containing facsimiles of documents, pictures, maps, newspapers, cartoons and pamphlets which focus on a particular event, person, geographical feature or scientific development. Topics are drawn from general history, history of science, geography, literary history and sport. Explanatory broadsheets accompany the exhibits. More than 140 titles are available priced 80p. There are also more than 30 Jackdaws on Canadian history (£1 each), 6 on American history (£1 each) and 2 French-taught Jackdaws (choncas) at 80p each. Obtainable from booksellers and school suppliers.

KEEP BRITAIN TIDY GROUP, 86 Strand, London WC2R ODE. Tel: 01-836 6463/4. Posters, Literature and films available supporting the Campaign Against Litter and explaining the School Committee scheme. Apply to the Education Secretary.

LONDON COOPERATIVE SOCIETY, Education Department, Coop Centre, 129 Seven Sisters Road, London N7 7QG. Booklets, pamphlets, 'Coop Study Notes', 2 wallcharts, one illustrating the history, structure and development of the trading side of the Society, the other shows in pictorial form aspects of the Education Department's cultural and educational work. Art Education Department promotes a biennial children's 'Let's Make a Film' Festival, shown at the NFT. Also holds an Annual Summer School for young adults.
LONDON MUSEUM, Publications Department, Kensington Palace, London W8.

LONDON TRANSPORT, Publicity Office, Griffith House, 280 Old Marylebone Road, London NW1 5RJ. A full range of colour postcard and miniature print reproductions of posters on sale. Also many full size reproductions. Free film shows in the London Transport area.

HER MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE. Government bookshops throughout the United Kingdom. Orders by post to PO Box 569, London SE1. Books and pamphlets on all subjects including titles published by UN, UNESCO and other international organisations.

MEDICI SOCIETY LTD, Educational Department 34-42 Pentonville Road, London N1 9HG. Fine Art reproductions, in sizes from postcard to large print, framed and unframed. Art books profusely illustrated and bound as portfolios.

NATIONAL DAIRY COUNCIL/ENGLISH COUNTRY CHEESE COUNCIL, National Dairy Centre, John Princes Street, London W1M OAP. Catalogue of booklets, leaflets, charts, teachers' notes, filmstrips and 8mm film loops. Films available on free loan.

NATIONAL GALLERY, Trafalgar Square, London WC2N 5DN. The National Gallery Educational Prints Scheme; large colour reproductions and teachers' notes at a special price. Other prints, postcards, books, slides and photographic prints available. Apply to Publications Department.

NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM, Publications Department, London SE10 9NF.

NATIONAL MONUMENTS RECORD, Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, Fortress House, 23 Savile Row, London W1X 1AB. Tel: 01-734 6010. Library of 800,000 photographs and measured drawings of English and Welsh historical architecture. Photographic prints available at low cost. Apply to the Secretary.

NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY, London WC2. Portraits of famous men and women in British history from 15th century to the present day. Catalogues, books, slides, posters and postcards available. Education Service.

NATIONAL SAVINGS COMMITTEE, Alexandra House, Kingsway, London WC2B 6TS. Free booklets on money management teaching from home economics, social studies, commerce and mathematics teachers. Free posters.

THE NESTLE CO LTD, St George's House, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1NR. Colour filmstrips (37½p) on manufacturing process of chocolate, with teaching notes. Coffee and condensed milk wallcharts; 7½p each. Story of Coffee leaflet. Coffee study kit: 90p direct from the EP Group of Companies, Bradford Road, East Ardsley, Wakefield Yorkshire WF3 2JN.

NURSERY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, Montgomery Hall, Kennington Oval, London SE11 5SW. Filmstrips and loops on sale or for review; posters for sale; free list of publications.

PFDIGREE PETFOODS LTD, Education Centre, 360-366 Oxford Street, London W1. Posters of domestic pets and notes on their care.

PERSONALITY POSTERS LTD, 9 Gorst Road, London NW10 CLA. A large firm of printers and publishers which produces a full commercial range of posters, not all suitable for educational purposes. The range includes reproductions of early posters.

PICTORIAL EDUCATION, Montague House, Russell Square, London WC1B 5BX. Published as a magazine which can be unstapled to produce a new selection of visual material each month.
HER MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE. Government bookshops throughout the United Kingdom. Orders by post to PO Box 569, London SE1. Books and pamphlets on all subjects including titles published by UN, UNESCO and other international organisations.

MEDICI SOCIETY LTD, Educational Department 34-42 Pentonville Road, London N1 9HG. Fine Art reproductions, in sizes from postcard to large print, framed and unframed. Art books profusely illustrated and bound as portfolios.

NATIONAL DAIRY COUNCIL/ENGLISH COUNTRY CHEESE COUNCIL, National Dairy Centre, John Princes Street, London W1M OAP. Catalogue of booklets, leaflets, charts, teachers' notes, filmstrips and 8mm film loops. Films available on free loan.

NATIONAL GALLERY, Trafalgar Square, London WC2N 5DN. The National Gallery Educational Prints Scheme; large colour reproductions and teachers' notes at a special price. Other prints, postcards, books, slides and photographic prints available. Apply to Publications Department.

NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM, Publications Department, London SE10 9NF.

NATIONAL MONUMENTS RECORD, Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, Fortress House, 23 Savile Row, London W1X 1AB. Tel: 01-734 6010. Library of 800,000 photographs and measured drawings of English and Welsh historical architecture. Photographic prints available at low cost. Apply to the Secretary.

NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY, London WC2. Portraits of famous men and women in British history from 15th century to the present day. Catalogues, books, slides, posters and postcards available. Education Service.

NATIONAL SAVINGS COMMITTEE, Alexandra House, Kingsway, London WC2B 6TS. Free booklets on money management teaching from home economics, social studies, commerce and mathematics teachers. Free posters.

THE NESTLE CO LTD, St George's House, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1NR. Colour filmstrips (37½p) on manufacturing process of chocolate, with teaching notes. Coffee and condensed milk wallcharts: 7½p each. Story of Coffee leaflet. Coffee study kit: 90p direct from the EP Group of Companies, Bradford Road, East Ardsley, Wakefield Yorkshire WF3 2JN.

NURSERY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, Montgomery Hall, Kennington Oval, London SE11 5SW. Filmstrips and loops on sale or for review; posters for sale; free list of publications.

PEDIGREE PETFOODS LTD, Education Centre, 360-366 Oxford Street, London W1. Posters of domestic pets and notes on their care.

PERSONALITY POSTERS LTD, 9 Gorst Road, London NW10 CLA. A large firm of printers and publishers which produces a full commercial range of posters, not all suitable for educational purposes. The range includes reproductions of early posters.

PICTORIAL EDUCATION, Montague House, Russell Square, London WC1B 5NX. Published as a magazine which can be unstacked to produce a new selection of visual material each month.
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Pillsbury Refrigerated Foods/H J Green & Co Ltd, Portland Road, Hove, Sussex, BN3 5ST.
Home Economist Service the complete picture of Pillsbury Refrigerated Dough and
Green's Cake and Dessert Mixes. Special sections for facts, photographs, recipes
and a teaching kit. 25p for postage and packing. Borwick's teaching kit 'Baking
Powder in Recipe Balance' available separately on receipt of two 3p stamps.

Plaistow Pictorial, 3 New Plaistow Road, London E15 3JA. Historical transport posters.
Also various posters in a London context. An illustrated catalogue sheet is available.

Platignum Pen Co Ltd, Six Hills Way, Stevenage, Hertfordshire. Free lecture/Demonstra-
tion on the teaching of handwriting arranged for students, teachers and educational
associations. Wallcharts and copybooks available at low prices from Platignum
House, Schools Division.

Pollock's Toy Museum, Scale Street, London. The Museum publishes some 'penny plain and
twopence coloured' posters.

The Post Office, Education Service, PO Telecommunications HQ, 2-12 Gresham Street,
London EC2V 7AH. The Post Office issues a range of posters on aspects of its
work and on the addressing of envelopes etc.

Reeves School Gallery, Reeves Ltd, Lincoln Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 1SX. Repro-
ductions of famous pictures and prints for schools. School Catalogue free - 91
page full colour catalogue £0.50

The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, Royal Oak Centre, Brighton Road,
Purley, Surrey. To facilitate safety instruction for schoolchildren, offers
pictorial aids, leaflets and story and work-books. Safety Education termly
magazine for teachers. Available to individuals or through LEAs. Details from
Safety Education Division.

Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, The Manor House, Horsham,
Sussex RH12 1HG. Films and educational slides etc on free loan. Pamphlets,
leaflets, wallcharts and other publications on sale or free.

The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, The Lodge, Sandy, Bedfordshire. Bird
identification charts, activity sheets, project books, gramophone records, slides
and films. Educational Aids catalogue available.

Scholastic Publications Ltd, 161 Fulham Road, SW3. Story posters and other useful
material. A comprehensive illustrated catalogue can be obtained on request.

Science Museum, Publications Department, London SW7 2DD.

Transart Visual Products Ltd, East Chadley Lane, Godmanchester, Huntingdon. Visuals
for overhead projection. Transparencies bound in book form accompanied by text,
using the Flipatran system. Prepared printed transparency sets available on a
wide range of educational and industrial topics. The Flipatran system is ideal
for storing and presenting a teacher's own transparency programmes. The Transart
group of companies includes a team of training consultants who design and produce
visual systems to solve individual communication and training problems in
commercial and industrial organisations.

Transworld Books Ltd, Cavendish House, 57-59 Uxbridge Road, London W5 5SA. This firm
produces posters for colouring for the young pupil.

Unilever Ltd, Film and Education Section, Unilever House, PO Box 68, London EC4P 4HQ.
Films on free loan. Booklets and laboratory experiment leaflets free of charge.
Filmstrips on sale from National Audio-Visual Aids Library, Paxton Place, Gipsy
Road, London SE27. Exhibition service for visual aids conferences. Catalogues.
PLAISTOW PICTORIAL, 3 New Plaistow Road, London E15 3JA. Historical transport posters. Also various posters in a London context. An illustrated catalogue sheet is available.


POLLOCK'S TOY MUSEUM, Scale Street, London. The Museum publishes some 'penny plain and twopence coloured' posters.

THE POST OFFICE, Education Service, PO Telecommunications HQ, 2-12 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7AH. The Post Office issues a range of posters on aspects of its work and on the addressing of envelopes etc.

REEVES SCHOOL GALLERY, Reeves Ltd, Lincoln Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 1SX. Reproductions of famous pictures and prints for schools. School Catalogue free - 91 page full colour catalogue £0.50

THE ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS, Royal Oak Centre, Brighton Road, Purley, Surrey. To facilitate safety instruction for schoolchildren, offers pictorial aids, leaflets and story and work-books. Safety Education termly magazine for teachers. Available to individuals or through LEAs. Details from Safety Education Division.

ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, The Manor House, Horsham, Sussex RH12 1HG. Films and educational slides etc on free loan. Pamphlets, leaflets, wallcharts and other publications on sale or free.


SCHOLASTIC PUBLICATIONS LTD, 161 Fulham Road, SW3. Story posters and other useful material. A comprehensive illustrated catalogue can be obtained on request.

SCIENCE MUSEUM, Publications Department, London SW7 2DD.

TRANSART VISUAL PRODUCTS LTD, East Chadley Lane, Godmanchester, Huntingdon. Visuals for overhead projection. Transparencies bound in book form accompanied by text, using the Flipatran system. Prepared printed transparency sets available on a wide range of educational and industrial topics. The Flipatran system is ideal for storing and presenting a teacher's own transparency programmes. The Transart group of companies includes a team of training consultants who design and produce visual systems to solve individual communication and training problems in commercial and industrial organisations.

TRANSWORLD BOOKS LTD, Cavendish House, 57-59 Uxbridge Road, London W5 5SA. This firm produces posters for colouring for the young pupil.

UNILEVER LTD, Film and Education Section, Unilever House, PO Box 68, London EC4P 4HQ. Films on free loan. Booklets and laboratory experiment leaflets free of charge. Filmstrips on sale from National Audio-Visual Aids Library, Paxton Place, Gipsy Road, London SE27. Exhibition service for visual aids conferences. Catalogues.

UNITED KINGDOM COMMITTEE FOR THE UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (UNICEF), 99 Dean Street, London W1V 6QN. Tel: 01-734 2398. Lists of educational and informative material and visual aids (on request), include pictorial displays, films, filmstrips and slide-sets for hire and for sale, study material with slides and pictures for primary and secondary grades.

UNITED NATIONS INFORMATION CENTRE, 14/15 Stratford Place, London W1. Limited quantities of posters, wallcharts and booklets dealing with UN work, free distribution to teachers. Film catalogues available. Film distributors listed in catalogue.

THE UNIVERSITIES FEDERATION FOR ANIMAL WELFARE, 230 High Street, Potters Bar, Herts. Books, posters and information leaflets on the care of animals for sale; 1” videotapes on handling of animals available 1975.

VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM, London SW7 2RL. Publications and postcards on sale at the Museum or by post. Lists on application from the Publications Section. Photographs of museum objects can be ordered from the Photograph section. For slides apply to the National Slide Loan Collection. Most museum publications also obtainable from HMSO bookshops. Lunchtime lectures at 1.15 on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and on Saturdays at 3.00. Also evening lectures on Thursdays at 6.30 from September to June. Enquiries to the Education Department.

WALLACE COLLECTION, Hertford House, Manchester Square, London W1. Catalogues, photographs, coloured postcards and prints on sale. Coloured slides on sale and to order. Lists on application to the Director.

YOUTH HOSTELS ASSOCIATION, Trevelyan House, St Albans, Herts. AL1 2DY. Wall map for sale. Posters, free distribution. Films on hire (nominal charge); a free catalogue available.
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9. LIST OF PUBLISHERS

Arnold (E J) and Son Ltd, Butterley Street, Hunslet, Lancs. Tel: 0532 442922
Audio Visual Productions, 37 Old Deer Park Gardens, Richmond, Surrey TW9 2TN
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Publications, 35 Marylebone High Street, London W1M 4AA. Tel: 01-580 5577
Community Relations Commission, 15-16 Bedford Street, London WC2E 9HX
Ealing Beck Ltd, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4FW
EMI Tape Ltd, Hayes, Middlesex
EP Group of Companies, 27-28 Maunsel Street, London SW1. Tel: 01-828 1505
Also: Bradford Road, East Ardsley, Wakefield, Yorks. Tel: 0924 823971
Educational Supply Association (ESA) Ltd, The Pinnacles, Harlow, Essex. Tel: 0276 21131
Encyclopaedia Britannica International Ltd, Mappin House, 156-162 Oxford Street, London W1N 9DL. Tel: 01-637 3371
Eothen Films (International) Ltd, 113-117 Wardour Street, London W1V 4PJ
Galt (James) and Co Ltd, Brookfield Road, Cheadle, Cheshire. Tel: 061-428 8511
Glasgow (Mary) Publications Ltd, 140 Kensington Church Street, London W8 Tel: 01-229 8628
Heinemann Educational Books, 48 Charles Street, London W1X 8AH
Hope (Thomas) Ltd, St Philip's Drive, Royton, Oldham, Lancs. Tel: 061-633 3935
Hueber (Max), Ve: IGI, R045, Ismaning bei München, Kronstrasse 30, West Germany
Inner London Education Authority (ILEA), Greater London Council, County Hall, London SE1 7PB. Tel: 01-633 8849, 8851
Invalid Children's Aid Association, 126 Buckingham Palace Road, London SW1W 9SB
Longman Group Ltd, Longman House, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex. Tel: 0279 26721
Macmillan Publishers Ltd, Little Essex Street, London WC2R 3LF. Tel: 01 836 6633
Nelson (Thomas) and Sons Ltd, 36 Park Street, London W1Y 4DE. Tel: 01-493 8351
Oxford University Press, Ely House, 37 Dover Street, London W1X 4AH. Tel: 01-629 8494
Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex. Tel: 01-759 1984
Philip and Tacey Ltd, North Way, Andover, Hants. Tel: 0264 61171
Pictorial Charts Educational Trust, 132 Uxbridge Road, London W13 8QU Tel: 01-567 9206
The Remedial Supply Co, Dixon Street, Wolverhampton
Science Research Associates Ltd, Reading Road, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon RG9 1FW
The Slide Centre Ltd, Portman House, 17 Brodrick Road, London SW17
University of London Press Ltd, St Paul's House, Warwick Lane, London EC4P 4AH Tel: 01-248 5797
Visual Publications, 197 Kensington High Street, London W8 6BB